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Dedication!
Mera mujhme kuchh nahin,
Jo kucch hae so tera.
Tera tujhko sauptae,
Kya lagat hae mera.
—

nt

b r

Nothing within myself is mine.
Whatever there is, is Yours.
If I surrender to You what is already Yours,
What does it cost me?
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The questions that arise in the mind of a
person who is trying to free himself from the quagmire
of duality of joy and sorrow—such questions are very
vivid questions. The answers that become explicit in
the compassionate, realized saint to steadfastly
provide guidance on the virtuous path, the saint who
is moved by the anguish of the person lost in the
darkness of ignorance—such answers are very vivid
answers. The coincidence of the coming together of
such questions-answers is supremely beneficial for
the seekers.
During the very childhood, t
oun r-s nt o
M n v- v -Sangh,
r m l n
r
w m
rn n n
M
r
gr t sorrow In the
alertly intelligent mind of the child, a question arose:
Is t r su
st t o
pp n ss w
s r
rom
sorrow?’ H r
v t
nsw r— Y s t r s su
a happiness, which is free from sorrow, and it is only
accessible to
dhus and saints.’ The child having
lost both of his eyes at the age of eleven found the
answer to his question and decided right at that very
moment t t I w ll b om
dhu ’ Having become
a dhu, realizing in himself the blissful existence free
from sorrow, p r m Pu y y
r
w m
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rn n n
M
r has done a wonderful service
to all of mankind and to all seekers by providing
infallible and irrefutable answers to the questions
pertaining to the ending of sorrow, lasting peace,
liberation-while-living, and devotion of the Lord.
Whenever anyone used to ask even the most
complex questions pertaining to the various aspects
o um n l
w m M
r us to nsw r t m
spontaneously with explanation in few words in such a
manner that it used to awaken the questioner [from
the slumber of ignorance] and, having found the stark
and practical solution, the seeker used to find himself
steadfast on the path of spiritual practice.
The answers prov
by
r M
r
us
to directly touch the questioner. The questioner used
to
l s
r M
r
has blown a new
consciousness into him.
r M
r ’s answers,
being spontaneously arising, used to be in harmony
with the scriptures. In addition, being convincing and
logical, they used to be irrefutable as well. Being
implementable at the practical level, the answers used
to present a revolutionary transformation before the
seekers.
Inspired by the foregoing features, the question
of publishing the present
arose in the
mind of some admirers of M n v- v -Sangh. That
the entangled seekers may receive adequate
guidance [upon the path] to solve their problems—
with this objective in mind, whatever material could be
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presently gathered, is compiled and presented in the
form of
. This flower is lovingly and in
good faith dedicated by the Sangh to the fellow
seeker brothers and sisters.
Prem-Niketan Ashram, Jaipur
G t J y nt

Humble Submission:
ivy y ti Devakiji

First Prayer
My Lord!
By Thine Nectarine-AlmightyPurifying-Motiveless Grace,
Grant the strength of renunciation
To those afflicted with sorrow;
And strength of rendering
Selfless service
To those who are happy;
So that they may be released
From the bondage of happiness and sorrow,
And become blessed by
Thy Divine Love!
Om Anand!

Om Anand!

Om Anand!
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Sarvam parvasham dukham,
Sarvam atamvasham sukham;
Ethath vidyath Samasena,
Lakshanam Sukha Dukhayo.
‘Dependence (in all matters) is misery.
Freedom (in all respects) is happiness.
Know these to be the general definitions
of happiness and misery.’
— anusmrti (4.160)

‘That one Supreme Ruler, the Self of all
beings, who makes His one form
manifold;—the wise ones who perceive
Him as existing in their own self, to
them belongs eternal happiness, and to
none else.’
—Kaivalya Upanishad (verse 10)
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Tr nsl tor’s ubmission
No translation, howsoever accurate, can truly
capture the pristine splendor of the original. We have
tried our level best to stay true to the original, both in
intent and purpose, while at the same time presenting
a tr nsl t on t t s t on
om t
xpr ss v
n
r - low ng T s tr nsl t on s not nt n
so mu
or s ol rs s t s or t sp r tu l sp r nts s rous
o
t ul y t r
bl r n t on o t
subl m
wor s o
nts r m n
w m
rn n n
M
r
The following four tenets have been used as
“gu ng pr n pl s” n
ompl s ng t s Engl s
translation:
I.

II.

Utmost care and circumspection have been
x r s
n try ng to n t
“ x t Engl s
qu v l nts” o t r sp t v H n words and
phrases.
To pr s rv t
s n t ty o t
or g n l ll t
mport nt wor s
n
p r s s
r
lso
pr s nt
n
om n z
v n g r s r pt
within the round brackets ( ) next to the English
translation. To avoid awkwardness, sometimes
only a Roman z
v n g r v rs on o
word or a phrase is presented.
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r t tr nsl tor s lt t n
to
v r nt r n r ng or
s ort xpl n t on to
r n r t or g n l m n ng l r to t Engl s
sp
ng r
rs un m l r w t
w m ’s
unique terminology, he has used square
brackets [ ] to provide such explanations.
Detailed explanations, however, are given by
w y o
“ ootnot ” w r n
ss ry T s
practice, however, has been used sparingly
and discreetly.
In making the English translation, throughout,
the translator has aspired to harmonize the
word-meaning (
) with the innersense/meaning
(antaranga).
However, wherever there was a clash between
and
, the translator has
tended to side with the bh
.
To avoid awkwardness, the masculine third
p rson pronoun
’ n l ws t
ob t
pronoun m’
v b n us
t roug out t
tr nsl t on N
l ss to s y
’ n lu s s ’
lso n
m’ n lu s
r’ lso
In som r r
s s to pr s rv t
pr st n
s n t ty o
w m
M
r ’s b v
t
translator found himself doing what may strictly
b t rm
s tr ns- r t on’ r t r t n m r
literal translation!
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Ultimately, every work of translation falls short
of the majesty of the original. It is even more so when
the subject-matter involved is of highest profundity
and depth. Arthur Schnabel, an Austrian classical
p n st
v ng pl y
t ov n’s p no mus
ll s
life, is reported to have said this of
t ov n’s
mus : “T s mus
s b tt r t n t
n v r b
pl y ”
lt
s m w y bout our tr nsl t on
and the subject-matter of this short treatise.
It is quite possible that despite our best efforts,
several deficiencies and inaccuracies may still remain
as the work stands in its present form. We earnestly
welcome all suggestions for its improvement at the
following email ID: musafir57@gmail.com. This is at
best a work-in-progress. So, kindly please send your
suggestions unhesitatingly. One is endlessly tempted
to revise the translation to make it as accurate as
humanly possible. Nevertheless, we are also
r mn
o
C n s ut or w o s
“I I were to
w t or p r t on my boo w ll n v r b n s
”
If the reader finds any merit in the translation,
all glories to the Southward-facing Person
(Dakṣi mūrt ) t
un v rs l s l nt t
r w os
inspiration has accomplished this translation. The
Blessed Lord is the doer of all and everything; the
translator is His mere instrument—an imperfect
instrument at that. Whatever mistakes remain, they
are verily due to t tr nsl tor’s l m t un rst n ng
o
w m
M
r ’s subl m
t
ngs
In
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conclusion, we will like to quote a Sanskrit verse that
captures our feelings admirably well:

Whatever deficiencies are found in this work, they do
not belong to the masters–they are verily mine;
whatever excellence is found here is theirs and
certainly not mine.
h m
k d i
February 10, 2014

Sant-charan-r r t
r H r
r am,
Satinder Dhiman
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A Note to the Reader
The special quality of the original is hard to
capture in a translation. Usually, in translation,
several ideas of the author do not get expressed
fully. Therefore, the discerning readers are
earnestly requested, if they have the knowledge of
the Hindi language, to read the original book in
Hindi. The readers are also requested to check
www.swamisharnanandji.org for Swamiji’s
Pravachans, pdf of Swamiji’s books in Hindi as
well as English, and the latest blog information.
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r shn tt r
uestion— h r j ! What is the duty of a
teacher?
Answer—The job of the teacher is to make
proper use of his or her ability and to build the
character of the student.
Question— w m j ! Why doesn’t God
fulfill our desire?
Answer—T
Lor
not ul ll t
sr o
v n s t r
s r t
y woul t
Lor
ul ll your
sr ?
t v r
t w nt
not
pp n
t v r K us ly wanted did not happen.
What will your desiring accomplish?
Question— w m j ! According to your
view, if sorrow comes to teach something to man,
then why do the children suffer?
Answer—Children are sentient beings. And
there is indeed the experience of joy and sorrow in the
life of the sentient beings. Only when they grow up
that the sorrow will teach them something.
Question— w m j ! How will the sorrow of
the society end?
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Answer—You can end your sorrow; if the
society so desires, its sorrow will end. A father cannot
end the sorrow of his son; a husband cannot end the
sorrow of his wife; then how can one end the sorrow
of the society? Certainly, you can do this—you can
present your sorrow-free life before the society,
beholding which the society may become interested in
ending its sorrow.
Question— h r j ! How does the Lord
cherish one who serves the creation?
Answer—As the one who serves your child is
dear to you.
Question— w m j ! How can one have a
vision (darshan) of the Lord?
Answer—There is significance of the Divinelov ; t r s no s gn
n o Go ’s v s on I you o
not feel dearness toward God, you will not grow
[spiritually] even if you behold the Lord every day.
The important thing is the trust in God, the
relationship [of dearness] with God, and the love of
God.
Question—What
is
the
nature
of
independence or (
ī
)?
Answer—Independence means to be content
n on ’s s l
n not to b boun to ny ob t or
situation.
Question— h r j
w m j !
Answer—
Question— h r j ! Why don’t Christi ns
listen to Christ?
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Answer—A pseudo-Christian will talk about
Christ and a true Christian will listen to Christ (or live
by his teachings). This is true not only with regard to
the Christians but also applies to the Hindus,
Muslims, Parsees, Sikhs, Jains, and Buddhists, etc.
uestion— h r j ! What is the means
to materialistic progress?
Answer—Competence, hard work, honesty,
and generosity.
uestion— h r j
! Who is liberated
1
even while living (jivanmukta )?
Answer—He who is honest; and only he
indeed is honest who does not regard any worldy
object to be his own.
Question—What is the true nature of
Liberation attained while still alive (jivanmukti)?
Answer— I t
l - urr nt’ (
) ends
w l t
sr s r m n t n t
“
t ”
st
n
place and one has to be born again. And if the desires
end while the life-current remains, then that is
liberation (
). For example, if you go to the
market and run out of money while you still had some
needs left, then you would have to go to the market
again. But if your needs have come to an end while

1

According to the Hindu philosophy, a vanmukta is a liberated
sage who has attained
—firm abidance—in the Self
and is liberated while living, once-and-for-all free from the
trammels of rebirth. And j
is state of knowing, while still
in the body, that one is really the eternal non-dual Self (which is
Brahman) and that the Self is never bound to begin with.
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you still had the money, then why would you have to
go to the market [again]?
Question—Reading and writing are on the
rise. ven then, why ren’t the faults on the
decline?
Answer—A person behaves in a faulty manner
when he does not even listen to himself [or accede to
his own reasoning]. Reading-writing is a type of
ability. And when the ability does not remain under
the subservient guidance of self-reasoning (nij-viveka)
ends up committing grave blunders.
uestion— h r j
! Is the Divine Love
also like the love of lustful man (
ī) and
passionate woman (
ī)?
Answer—The lustful man does not love the
passionate woman. They destroy each other; devour
each other. The Divine Love makes both the lover and
the beloved blissful.
Question—Is the arrival of sorrow the result
of decadence or sinfulness of man?
Answer—The arrival of sorrow is not the result
of decadence of man. The sorrow verily comes to end
attachment to indulgence in [sense] pleasures.
Question—How can one escape from
meaningless thoughts?
Answer—Meaningless contemplation is the
effect of settled-unsettled emotional debt [or
addressed-unaddressed desires]. Do not cooperate
with it. [Or be indifferent towards it]. Do not try to
suppress it; nor draw pleasure from it; do not be afraid
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of it, and do not identify with it. Then the meaningless
contemplation will end after having arisen.
uestion— w m j ! What should we do?
Answer—Service, sacrifice, and faith. Service
means generosity; to be cheerful seeing those who
are happy and prosperous; and to be compassionate
seeing those who are unhappy and sorrowful.
Sacrifice means that which we have been granted is
not our own. To give up the desire for that with which
we do not have identity of kind and identity of selfnature. Not to have sense of mine in that which has
been attained; and not to have craving for that which
has not been attained. Cultivate complete faith and
trust in God. Service make man useful for the society,
sacrifice makes man useful for himself, and full faith
makes man useful for the Lord.
uestion— w m j ! My eyesight has been
fine so far. But now after 75 years, I am feeling the
deprivation after deterioration in my vision.
Answer— Dear brother, the eyes were not
yours to begin with; it is only now that you have
realized that they are being taken away. Every day, in
deep sleep, despite our eyes being intact, we become
blind. You have not even thought about it.
Question—Is there a place in life for the
fulfillment of our resolves/volitions (
kalpas)?
Answer—Yes, there is place for the fulfillment
of the
kalpas of others and not for the fulfillment of
on ’s own
kalpas.
Question—How to cultivate devotion
(bhakti)?
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Answer—Devotion is expressed through
disavowing the world for oneself and by regarding
Go lon s on ’s own
Question—Does dream has any reality?
Answer—The dream is a state only; the state
does not have any reality.
Question—What is the result of the [Divine]
Dispensation of sorrow?
Answer—The sorrow (or pain) is indeed
brought about by the Divine Dispensation to end the
bondage of pleasure. It is verily the result of our
inadvertence.
Question—Are feeling sorrow and feeling
compassion the same?
Answer—No, there is callousness/insentience
in the sorrow; there is consciousness/awareness in
compassion that severs the affinity with the world.
Question—Why do we feel pain upon the
arrival of physical sickness?
Answer— I m t
bo y’ or bo y s m n ’—
this understanding leads to sorrow.
Question—What should be done so that the
pain does not bother the patient?
Answer—The disease is a natural penance—
with this realization, one should bear it with joy.
Question—What should a patient do who is
stricken with disease?
Answer—To experience the motiveless grace
of the Lord under every state and to have heart
saturated with Divine Love. The spiritual aspirant
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experiences no gain or loss with the continuation or
cessation of the physical body. It is necessary to give
up the desire for keeping the body intact.
Question—Why one has to go through
pain/sorrow?
Answer—The one who indulges in the sensepleasure has to bear the pain/sorrow indeed. Such is
verily the law. The sorrow comes to end the relish in
sense-indulgence.
Question—Why is one afraid of disease?
Answer—The disease comes to end
dependence on bodily strength.
The spiritual
aspirants should not be afraid of it; rather, they should
make proper use of it.
Question—What is the proper use of the
disease?
Answer—One should feel the influence of the
disease. The disease lets one experience the reality
of the physical body. The disease helps one to
become detached with the body.
Question—What is the diagnosis or the
cure of the disease?
Answer—To be free from attachment with the
body should indeed be the goal of the spiritual
aspirant. By taking care of the health of the body as
far as possible, one should serve the body—doing so,
the disease come to an end. The body is a resource
for rendering service. The prayer of the spiritual
aspirant should be—“O’ My Lor ! M y t bo y b o
service to the world; may the ego be free from the
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pride; and may the heart be saturated with the Divine
Lov ”
Question—When and how can man find
true happiness?
Answer—In fact, this is the greatest problem
of human life. And man is completely free to solve
this. It is a great mistake not to think about this
question seriously.
When man attains humanity he is able to get
happiness that is free from sorrow; that is, man is able
to develop true happiness when he attains to
humanity.
In a simple manner, pray silently to the
Beloved— O’ Lor ! F ll t s
rt w t your
rn ss
Make this body steadfast in the service of the
sorrowful. Make the intellect full of discriminative
wisdom. Make me a beautiful flower in the garden of
your creation. May I always long for Thy Grace!” If
you pray like this, the Lord will definitely make you
worthy of His service; such is my conviction.
Question—How to forget bodily suffering?
Answer—Not to forget but to bear it stoically,
remaining free from worry and wail. One receives
greater power through penance. By forgetting, one will
only become more callous. One should exercise
forbearance (titikṣ ) with regards to the body. Titikṣ
means to bear the hardships with joy.
Question— n the first pr yer of the
n vev - Sangh, it is stated, ‘Gr nt the strength of
renunciation to those fflicted with sorrow.’ Wh t
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can the poor fellow sacrifice who is [already]
sorrowful?
Answer—One experiences sorrow when what
a one craves for does not happen. This proves that
craving is the root cause of sorrow. Therefore, if the
sorrowful wants to be free from the sorrow, he should
give up the craving or the desire. Man is free to give
up the craving.
Question—What is the significance of
‘ cting without tt chment?’
Answer—An action that is not motivated by
on ’s own implicit pleasure, an action that is
undertaken for the well-being of all beings, is called
t on w
s r
rom tt
m nt ’
Question—Why do we notice others’
faults?
Answer—Because we do not notice our own
faults.
Question—What is the meaning of
worship?
Answer—Regarding the world to be of the
Lor ’s for His pleasure, devoting the objects of the
world in the service of the world is called worship.
Question—What is the meaning of
invocation (stuti), devotion (
), and prayer
(
)?
Answer—To accept the reality and sovereignty
of the Lord is verily the invocation; to accept the
relationship of own-ness (apnattva) with the Lord is
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devotion; to experience the need for Divine-Love is
prayer.
Question—What is the impediment to Godrealization?
Answer—To like the world is the greatest
impediment.
Question—Why there is suffering?
Answer—The tree of sorrow is produced by
indulgence in sense-pleasure. There is no sorrow
whatsoever that does not spring from indulgence in
sense-pleasure.
Question—What is the consequence of joy
and sorrow?
Answer—The joy that is derived from
som on ’s sorrow l ds to great sorrow eventually.
T sorrow t t s t r sult o som on ’s joy leads to
great bliss eventually. The human being gets bound
by joy and gets liberated by sorrow. The joy leads to
sorrow and sorrow leads to bliss.
Question—What
is
sacrifice
or
renunciation?
Answer—The complete absence of faith in the
favorableness or the unfavorableness of the world is
indeed the true renunciation. It is because
favorableness leads to attraction/attachment and
unfavorableness leads to aversion. The absence of
attraction-aversion (raga
ṣa) is verily renunciation.
As g rl n
r p r nts’ ous s ll
ug t r n
her in-laws house, she is called daughter-in-law, and
upon having a child, she is called mother—in the
same manner, renunciation itself is called love-divine,
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and love indeed is called [self-] knowledge. By
renunciation one attains religious faith—and then the
renunciation gets transformed into love-divine. And
with the true experience of religious faith (
),
love-divine gets transformed into self-knowledge
( na).
Question—Why action does not bring
permanent happiness?
Answer—The action, the body, and the
world—these three are essentially the same in their
nature. They do not have an independent existence.
And that which does not have an independent
existence cannot lead to independence. How can
there be joy without independence. Therefore, one
cannot attain joy through action, etc.
Question—How should one act?
Answer—The action should be performed for
the sake of welfare of the world. By doing so one
attains comes to know the true nature of sensepleasures. The renunciation takes place automatically
by knowing the real nature of sense-pleasures. Then
there is no interest in the performance of actions. The
attraction for actions comes to an end and one attains
the communion with the divine.
Question—Why doesn’t m n tt in pe ce?
Answer—On
o sn’t
tt n p
by
performing actions for the fulfillment of desire. If the
spiritual aspirant aspires for the purification of the
mind, the peace is attained on its own accord.
Question—How should one know that the
Lord loves us?
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Answer—One can know this if one has faith in
God and one has relationship [of dearness] with God.
As a mother longs for her child, even so the Lord
longs for His devotee. Whether the child is dark or
dull complexioned, deaf or dumb or lame, the mother
loves him regardless. The child understands this as
well. The Lord has several times more affection
( salya) than the mother. His love for the devotees
is indeed indescribable. Therefore, those who accept
t
Lor
lon
s t r own r
v t
Lor ’s lov
There is no doubt about this. This is the experience of
the devotees. The Lord seeks loving-devotees. The
thoughtful spiritual aspirant seeks the Lord.
Question—How to notice and overcome
one’s own f ults?
Answer—Everyone has the ability to notice
merits and demerits. We should apply the same ability
in noticing our own faults as we apply to notice the
faults of others. One experiences deep anguish by
not ng on ’s own ults l rly T
v lopm nt o
man comes to a halt by noticing the faults of others
n
by not ng on ’s own m r ts T s
lso
strengthens the ego.
Question—How can the [real] need ( ng)
be fulfilled?
Answer—There are three kinds of needs:
craving, longing, and yearning—craving for senseindulgence, yearning for truth, and longing for divinelove. Yearning denotes desire to know [the truth].
Longing denotes desire to attain to the Lord. And
craving signifies desire for sense-pleasures. That
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which has all three—desire for sense-pleasures,
yearning for truth, and longing for the Lord—is called
t
I’ (mein). The craving arises due to error which
can be dispensed with. The yearning gets fulfilled.
Then God is realized. Therefore, abstention of the
desire, fulfillment of the yearning, and the attainment
of the Lord can be realized by man.
Question—How to end the sorrow?
Answer—Ending of the cravings lead to the
ending of the sorrow. When the spiritual aspirant,
applying the discriminative intellect, is able to realize
t t I m not t bo y’—then the passionate desires
(
) and volitions (sa kalpas) come to an end.
With the ending of desires and volitions, all sorrows
come to an end. When the senses and the mind
become still, the desires come to an end
automatically.
Question—What should I do?
Answer—If you can remain without doing
anything, then you should not do anything. If you
cannot refrain from doing, then you should do
everything. The experience of sorrow is inevitable
after sense-indulgence. Each action leads to two
types of results. One is visible which ends on its own
accord. The other is invisible which ends in the
absence of desire for the fruit of actions. Therefore,
whatever you do, do it by being free from the desire,
the contemplation, and the expectation of result of the
actions. Only those means should be undertaken
which result in establishing the relationship with the
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Lord. Therefore, if you will, perform service or else
practice renunciation.
Question—Sometimes, it appears that the
heart is full of divine-love. And sometimes, it
appears that the heart is Godforsaken. Why so?
Answer—The surprising thing is that man
does not trust the Lord as much as he trusts the
world. One has been deceived several times trusting
the world. No one has ever been deceived trusting the
Lord.
Man wants to make his mind, intellect, and
senses steadfast in God, while keeping his own self’
aloof from God. This is where the mistake begins. The
divine-love has kinship with the spiritual aspirant; it
has no affinity with his intellect, mind, and senses.
Regard the supreme Beloved the Lord as your
own, have trust in Him alone, and love only the Lord.
Man has become bound by expecting joy from the
transient objects. Due to this very reason, he has
become estranged from the divine-love.
Question—What is the difference between
the discriminative intellect and the intellect?
Answer—Discriminative intellect (viveka) is the
light; intellect is the vision. As the eyesight functions
in the light, even so the intellect functions in the light
of the viveka. By honoring viveka2, the intellect
2

What is viveka (discriminative intellect/wisdom)? Viveka is the
discriminative faculty that is able to discern the difference
between the real (sat) and the unreal (asat) In w m ’s
parlance, it denotes five things—
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becomes illumined with discriminative wisdom. The
glory of the discriminative wisdom is great indeed.
Question—Why the yearning for truth
(
) does not become intense?
Answer—Because the agony of doubt is
sterile.
Question—How would one know that the
‘sense of mine’
) has ended?
Answer—After your appetite is satiated, do
you need to ask the server of the food whether your
stomach is full or not. When the sense of mine has
been given up, you will know on its own accord.
Question— n the philosophy of the
n vev -Sangh, the idea of service, sacrifice, and
love-divine is mentioned. Should one follow all
three or anyone of them?
Answer—On accord of Divine-Dispensation,
all humans are endowed with three powers—
1. Power to do (The Path of Action)
2. Power to know (The Path of Knowledge)
3. Power to believe (The Path of Devotion)
Of the three, any one power is predominant.
Therefore, the spiritual aspirant should proceed on the
path following that particular power which is
predominant in his or her case. In this manner, the
remaining two powers will be developed and properly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nothing is mine.
I do not need anything.
I am nothing.
Almighty God is all there is.
Almighty God is my own.
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utilized on their own accord. The spiritual aspirant, if
so desires, can also proceed with the help of the three
powers all at once.
Question—Knowing well that we should not
be led by attachment and desire in our life, we
still get swerved (vichalita) when afflicted with
sorrow. How to be free from this quandary?
Answer—We will definitely have to suffer the
pangs of separation of objects and persons from
which we expect to get sense pleasures. Therefore, if
we want to be free from sorrow, then we should give
up the expectation of sense gratification or seeking
sense pleasure from objects, persons, circumstances,
and states. Then the sorrow will definitely depart from
our life.
Question—How can an honest person life
in a corrupt world?
Answer—Greed is the root cause of
dishonesty. In greedless-ness lies the destruction of
impoverishment.
uestion— h r j ! How long it takes to
realize the Truth?
Answer—The greater the intensity of yearning,
the lesser the time it takes to realize the Truth. When
you will not be able to rest in peace without the Truth,
you will realize the Truth right away at that time.
uestion— w m j ! Should the spiritual
aspirant leave home if due to unfavorableness of
the conditions at home he or she is not able to
follow the spiritual practice?
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Answer—T
tru pr t t on r o t
M n vv -Sangh never renounces home; rather he gives
up the desire, the sense of mine, and his sense of
entitlement.
uestion— h r j
w m j !
Answer—
uestion— h r j ! May I renounce my
home and live in the ashram?
Answer—T
M n v- v -Sangh does not
w nt to t r v ts l on t
stru t on o som on ’s
home. But if your family is not dependent upon you
and you are not able to make proper use of joy and
sorrow, you are most welcome to come here.
uestion— h r j ! Why does the lack of
wealth feels so painful?
Answer—Because you attach too much
importance to wealth.
uestion— h r j ! When I sit down to
meditate, sometimes I feel great peace, and
sometimes I feel that the intense flow of activity is
still there.
Answer—The attraction for action has not
been divested yet.
uestion— h r j
w m j !
Answer—
uestion— w m j ! I am not achieving
success in spiritual practice.
Answer—You have not yet cultivated your
spiritual practice according to your interest, ability,
and competence.
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uestion— w m j ! Why does God remain
hidden?
Answer—Deep faith, devotion, and trustful
self-identity and dearness with God have not yet been
awakened.
uestion— w m j ! Lots of perturbations
3
(
rs ) keep on arising in the mind; what should
I do?
Answer—You need to have deep anguish [to
appease them].
uestion— w m
j !
Wh t
is
the
signific nce of the
l [festival]?
Answer—Burn the attraction-aversion (
ṣa) in the fire! Obliterate the body-conceit
(
) absolutely and get drenched in the holy
color of divine Love.
Question—Should there be personal
property or capital?
Answer—There should definitely be personal
prop rty; but on s oul not r g r t to b on ’s own
n or on ’s own s

3

rs mean deviations from the natural human state.
rs
are major weaknesses/defilements of the human personality that
act as an obstruction on the path to moral or spiritual progress.
According to Hinduism, there are mainly six
rs—
- ma (Lust),
dha (Rage or uncontrolled anger),
- bha (Greed),
- ha (Attachment or emotional attachment), and
-Mada or
ra (Arrogance or Vanity or Ego), and
- tsaryam (Jealousy or over-competitiveness)
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uestion— w m j ! What is realization
( dha)?
Answer—At the basis of all and everything
there is an uncreated eternal essence. This essence
alone has the independent reality. To know this
essence indeed is called realization.
uestion— w m j ! What is the reason of
struggle in the society?
Answer—We want to thrive by harming others.
This verily is the cause of struggle in the society.
uestion— h r j ! The delusion (
ha)
Answer—Understand that all these delusional
objects and bodily comforts are impermanent. To
have a sense of mine in them or to crave for these is
verily the mistake of man. They will certainly get
separated one day. If one is attached to them, then
one will only feel sorrow during the time of their
separation. That is why they have been described as
sorrowful. T r or t s gr t m st
to spo l on ’s
future existence for these transient and sorrow-ridden
objects.
He alone is truly wise who, relinquishing the
attachment of sense-indulgence, and establishing
self-identity with the Lord, has ensured his spiritual
welfare by taking refuge in the Lord. Take refuge in
the Lord, giving up attachment to sense-indulgence.
This is the unerring and true path to salvation. In this
alone lies the success and the fulfillment of human
life.
Question—It seems that the world exists
and that it will also be there later on. Is this true?
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Answer—This belief that the world exists is
wrong. That which is perceived has no reality. Why do
you accept it as such?
Question—Is it generous to get beaten up?
Answer—The weak always gets beaten up.
Generosity is born of the relationship of self-identity
(
). To be generous means to be one with the
world. Become strong. Be compassionate.
Question—In the picture of Hanumanji,
there is n im ge of
mji. Is it true?
Answer—The image is drawn on the feeling,
as it were; it is not drawn on the picture!
Clean the inner chamber of your heart,
For the reception of your Beloved;
Let go of the contemplation of others,
To enshrine your Beloved’s pr s n !
First you need to cleanse your heart.
Question—What is vital breath energy
(
na)?
Answer—That with which the body functions is
called
na.
na is the lan vital or life-current
( van-shakti).
uestion— w m j ! Does one need a
strong body to engage in the spiritual practice?
Answer—In fact, strong body is not required to
engage in the spiritual practice. The wellness or
illness of the body is a mere state. Whatever may be
the state or condition, there is nothing separate from
the spiritual-resource. The spiritual aspirant should
not give it any importance. Still if the body is healthy, it
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is good. The spiritual practice is cultivated through
holy fellowship (
g).
g is the very nature
o on ’s s l (svadharma); it is not the body-nature.
One has to make proper use of the available situation
in that.
Question—How should one develop trust in
the reality of the Divine like one has in the reality
of the manifest world?
Answer—The feeling of reality in the
knowledge received through the senses; the lust for
sense-objects, and the sense of I’ (aham-buddhi) in
the body—due to these three reasons, the manifest
world appears to exist. With the ending of these three
reasons, the trust in the reality of the Divine gets
established.
Question—I have been engaged in the
spiritual practice for a considerable period of time
but I have not seen success yet. What could be
the reason?
Answer—Those who engage in the spiritual
practice while keeping intact the practices that are
non-conducive to spiritual methods do not attain
perfection in the present despite having been
engaged in spiritual practice for a long period of time.
Those who want to engage in the spiritual
practice while depending upon object and person do
not attain success. Therefore, engage in spiritual
practice while relying upon the Lord and you will
definitely attain success.
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The aspirant who engages in spiritual practice
without relying upon time, place, situation, object or
person attains success quickly.
m n ont nt n your s l ’ r sp t um n ty
and trust in God—this is the spiritual method, this is
called [true] existence. He in whose life these things
are present surely attains success.
Question— w m j ! What is the true form
of dispassion (
gya) and how is it cultivated?
Answer—Listen, when the dispassion takes
over a person, that person cannot think of anything
else other than the search for truth. Renouncing all
and everything, such a person sets about in the
search for truth in a steadfast manner. He does not
care for anything or anyone. He gives up his bodily
comforts. He does not rest in peace in any manner
until he attains truth. When a person severs his
relation with the world, rejects the pleasures of the
world, and, giving up everything, sets about in the
search for truth—then there is no duty left for him to
fulfill.
Now the question arises how can one attain to
dispassion? As long as there is desire ( ga) in life,
on
nnot tt n to sp ss on To onor on ’s
discriminative wisdom (viveka) is the infallible means
to attain dispassion.
Question—Why Shiva-linga is worshiped?
Answer—The worship is of the Shiva and not
the linga. That which is formless is represented
t roug
symbol “I-am-n ss” (m n) s lso [ orm
of] linga Est bl s t
orml ss n your s l ’ M n is
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composed of three strands or modes (
as4) of
nature. Some have predominance of sattva, some of
jas, while others have predominance of tamas [ n
t r psy olog l onst tut on In t
Lor
ma,
there is the predominance of the jas n tur In r
Kṣ
t r
s t
pr om n n
o soundaryamadhurya (Excellence of Beauty and Sweetness).
There is predominance of dispassion in r
v , the
one who is easily pleased (
sha), the thinker
and beyond the triad of modes (
ta).
Question—What is the meaning of
‘svadharma?’5
Answer— Svadharma’ is the best of all. By
following svadharma, one b om s st
st n on ’s
sp r tu l pr t
’ grants the inspiration
to sever relationship with the world and to establish
relationship with the Supreme Self (
tman).
v
rm ’ m ns t
dharma (duty or nature) of
t
s l (
’). T
bl ss
Lor
r Kṣ
tol

4

Gu
s t
n l t rm o
nkhya philosophy also us
n
t s m s ns n t
nt Pr t or N tur s onst tut
o t r Gu as: Sattva (equilibrium or purity), Rajas (attraction or
activity), and Tamas (suppression or n rt ) Pr t s t t r
Gu s not t t s
s t m Gu a s wrongly tr nsl t
s
quality; it is substance as well as quality, matter, and force.
r v r t r s n m n orm t r s Gu
Gu
lso
m ns rop t t w
b n s ( w m w rup n n
tr T
g v G t , 1996/1904, pp. 55-56).
5
Svadharma (Skt., sva own’ + dharma uty’): In H n u sm t
denotes one's own right, duty, or nature; one's own role in the
social and cosmic order. Svadharma is relative to one's caste
and stage of life (cf. var ś
a). —The Concise Oxford
Dictionary of World Religions
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Arjuna to abandon all the dharmas and to take refuge
in Him alone.
Question—Why don’t people follow the
path of dharma in the present times?
Answer—They are interested in
(indulgence in sense-pleasures) and not in
ga
(communion with the Divine).
Question—What is Self or soul?
Answer—That which experiences itself is the
Self or the soul (
). That which is seated in the
soul is the Supreme Self (
tman). That which is
seen, is the non-self (
).
That which is
accepted is the Lord (
tman). Therefore, that
which is different from non-self is the Self.
Question—How does one attain worrilessness”
Answer—1. Entrusting everyone to God,
2. By having a feeling of goodwill towards
everyone,
3 A
pt ng our
lov
n our s l ’ by b ng
free from objects and desires and by being effortless.
Question—What do you mean by perfection
of life?
Answer—With the light of Knowledge, one
becomes liberated and immortal. The nectar of LoveDivine ends the tedium of life. Life is perfected with
the light of Knowledge and with the nectar of LoveDivine.
Question—How should be the trust and
how should it be attained?
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Answer—Generally speaking, we have heard
that a person dies by eating poison. This alone has
created the strong belief that under no circumstances
one should eat poison.
A person may be extremely greedy,
impoverished and begging alms door-to-door, he will
still not agree to eat poison even if you offer him one
thousand rupees for eating poison. The reason is
obvious—he knows it for certain that man dies by
taking poison.
Regarding sense-pleasures (vishyeya) all
scriptures saints assert that they are of the nature of
great poison. By tasting them, man experiences birth
and death repeatedly. One dies only once by taking
the poison; however, the enjoyer of sense-pleasures
has to die several times. A person may survive after
taking the poison; but a person given to senseindulgence has to undergo 84 lakhs life-forms. We
have read this in the scriptures; we have heard it time
and again from the saints; and we have seen it with
our own eyes that the sense-enjoyer (
) suffers a
plight of severe wretchedness. Still the mind does not
turn away from sense-pleasures. Tell me, what could
be greater foolhardiness than this.
Even when we also know this very well that
remembering God leads to spiritual welfare in life
(
n), still our heart does not abide in
God—what would be greater ungodliness than this!
What is surprising is that despite being highly unwise
and ungodly, we consider ourselves godly and wise.
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uestion— h r j ! How to put an end to
desires?
Answer— Your desires should not arise with
regard to your own pleasure; they should arise in
or r to ll v t t
p n o ot rs “O Lor ! You
have blessed me with the eyes. May I be of service to
the blind! O Lord! You have granted me strength. May
I b o s rv
to t w
!”
Change the direction of your desires; they will
get extinguished. The sad thing is that you want to
derive pleasure from whatever you receive [from the
Lord by way of ability, competence, strength, and
resources]. You do not want to give anything back to
the society or to the family; rather, you expect
pleasure from them.
This desire should arise that I should be of
service to others. When this need of yours will
become strong, the desires will end. The Lord has
made you so elegant and excellent that if you so
desire, you can be of service to the whole world.
You w ll s
How s oul I b o s rv ?’
M n v- v - ng s ys
r
o v l n t oug t
word, and deed; then you will be of service to the
world. Do no evil; you may or may not do good.
If, despite our best efforts, we find ourselves
unable to give up sense-enjoyment and their
attraction, then we should pray to the Almighty Lord
with simple faith and with heart wrenched in sorrow.
The sorrow will end definitely.
Question—What is mookg (silent
g)?
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Answer—
-sushupti (to be in a state of
deep sleep during the waking state). By being silent,
one has to non-cooperate with the contemplation and
non-contemplation. No aversion toward them, but not
to acknowledge their reality. This is not the bodynature but the self-nature [or this is not accomplished
with the bodily effort but by virtue of the self-nature].
Through non-cooperation they will end forever and
then one will attain competence to be free from
desires and attachments, and to establish relationship
with the Lord. To be still by renouncing the
expectation for doing, achieving, and living is verily
the silentg.
Question—What
is
the
self-effort
(
) of man?
Answer—To safeguard the association with
Truth. By its very nature, there is association with
Truth at the beginning and at the end of each task.
We should like that association and safeguard it. This
alone is the self-effort of man regarding which man is
free or independent.
Question—What is the darkest-most time
for man?
Answer—The worst time for man is—
1. That he has to die, when he wants to live.
2. That he has no strength to eat, while he
wants to eat.
3. That he cannot speak, while he wants to
speak.
4. That he cannot hear, while he wants to hear.
5. That he remains estranged from
g.
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uestion— w m j ! Please be so kind to
explain the essence of all scriptures and
teachings.
Answer—The essence of all scriptures and
teachings is—the devotion of the Lord and the
devotion is attained through service, sacrifice, and
love. If service, sacrifice, and love have arisen in
m n’s l
t n un rst n t t
s realized the
essence of all scriptures. And if service, sacrifice, and
love have not come about, then he has not really
learned anything even if he has studied everything. It
is because the emergence of service, sacrifice, and
love is the true worship.
Listen! The spiritual means to salvation that are
described in scriptures such as the recitation of
sacred name or mantra (japa), penance (tapa), holynarration (
), chanting (bhajan) etc., become
means to earn a livelihood for the person given to
sense-indulgence. A person through recitation and
penance may acquire such perfections (siddhis) as
the ability to fly in the sky, to walk on water, to bring a
dead person back to life or to extinguish a person by
casting a curse. But man cannot attain salvation
without becoming taintless, selfless, detached, and
without taking divine refuge. No external resources
are required for its attainment.
Question—How can one practice mediation
(
na)?
Answer—No meditation is possible without
knowledge of the object of meditation. For one cannot
meditate on something regarding which one has no
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knowledge. The shackles of the world get removed
with Knowledge and one experiences bliss through
meditation. In this manner, meditation takes place on
its own accord with the dawning of Knowledge.
Question—What is renunciation and action
( ga aur karma)?
Answer—Through renunciation one ascends
the flow of
sara (cyclic existence) and action takes
one toward the flow of
sara. Like a person who is
ascending [swimming against the current of] the river
is able to know the place of origin of the river, even so
the person who renounces is able to know the cause
of the world. Like the person who is swimming in the
direction of the flow of river, drowning in the great
ocean, keeps on going in circles in the same water,
even so the person engaged in the performance of
actions keeps on returning to dismal
sara but is
not able to find out the cause of
sara.
Question—How does dispassion come to
an end by abolishing desire?
Answer—Dispassion is like fire. Like the fire
gets extinguished due to lack of firewood, even so
due to lack of desire, dispassion gets transformed into
love.
Question—Why does one develop desire or
attachment ( ga)?
Answer—Pleasure gives birth to desire. If one
does not sense pleasure in sense-objects, then one
cannot develop desire or get attached. Regarding
oneself as the body, one feels truth in the senseknowledge; the feeling of truth in sense-knowledge
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leads to lack of discriminative wisdom; and due to lack
of discriminative wisdom, one misperceives pleasuresense in the objects. And pleasure-sense in objects
leads to desire or attachment.
Question—What is desire-aversion ( gaa)?
Answer—Not to renounce knowing well the
faults is attraction or desirem ( ga). Not to adopt
knowing well the merits is aversion (
ṣa). Attraction
does not let the renunciation to happen and aversion
does not let the love to arise. Attraction-aversion
come to end through renunciation and love. All evils
spring from
gaṣa and all virtues arise from
renunciation and love.
Question—What is labor and repose?
Answer—Exertion and repose are two aspects
of life. Exertion is for the world; repose is for our own
self. Exert for the welfare of others; take repose for
your own self. There is eternal life in repose; there is
nectarine life in repose; there is independent life in
repose. In non-human life forms, there is exertion and
no repose. But in human life form, there is service and
communion. Repose means to become desire-less.
Repose is simple and natural. Man becomes free from
desire by performing right action.
Question—What is
kalpa-vikalpa (willthought or resolve and doubt)?
Answer—
kalpa is the result of those
desires that have been experienced or enjoyed.
kalpas arise as a result of what we have already
experienced. When one
kalpa (resolve) gets
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fulfilled and we have enjoyed its pleasure, then the
second
will arise as a result of the
enjoyment of the pleasure of the first
. The
pleasure of fulfillment of
gives birth to the
new
.
When we become sorrowful due to the nonfulfillment of
, then vikalpas (doubts) arise. If
one does not derive enjoyment from the fulfillment of
s, and does not become sorrowful due to the
non-fulfillment of the
s, then
-vikalpa
will cease to arise. They are verily the result of our
own activity.
After eating our food, it gets digested on its
own accord without any effort on our part. There is
w t s ll
“ pp n ng” (
) which takes place
on ts own “ o ng” (
) takes place on account of
our ego and pride [of doership]. Therefore, that which
“ pp ns” is not action (karma).
The relationship with the world is for the sake
of service; the relationship with God is for the sake of
divine-love. Neither do we need anything from the
world, nor from God. On the basis of this relationship,
we should serve the world and love the Lord. Expect
nothing from the world; nor ask anything from God. In
this manner,
will stop arising.
Question—What is bhajan6 (devotion)?

6

The word bhajan s tr nsl t
r s
vot on ’
p ng t
context in mind. Normally, it means chant (noun as well as verb).
To do bhajan generally means to chant the sacred names of the
Lord. It is left untranslated for the most part.
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Answer—Service, sacrifice, and love—when
all three are present, it is verily the devotion. Devotion
included all three—service, sacrifice, and love. Serve
with your actions, renounce by becoming desire-free,
and be the lover by regarding the Lord as your own.
The Lord will not be dear to you until you
regard Him as your own. And until the Lord is dear to
you, you will not remember Him or miss Him. And until
you m ss H m t r won’t b ny vot on
Accept the glory of the Lord—this is verily the
invocation. Accept the relationship with the Lord—this
is verily the worship; experience the need for the love
of the Lord—this is verily the prayer.
Question—What is the real form or
procedure of bhajan? How to engage in bhajan?
Answer—The real nature of bhajan is—
service, sacrifice, and love. The method or procedure
to engage in the bhajan is—to have a feeling of faith,
devotion, trust, and self-identity with regard to the
Lord. If these four things are present in life, then
bhajan happens on its own accord. That is, the Lord
is; the Lord is the best of all; the Lord is the treasurechest of happiness and beauty; and the Lord is
mine—the real bhajan takes place when we accept
these four things.
One naturally s
rn ss n on ’s own An
one automatically remembers that which is dear to
on T r or to r m mb r on ’s ob t o
vot on
naturally and spontaneously is verily the true bhajan.
No bhajan will be possible until you give up the sense
of mine, craving, and attachment. You will not develop
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full faith in the Lord without giving these up. You will
attain service, sacrifice, and love upon giving these
up.
Service means to devote whatever we have
received in the service of others on the basis of our
relation with the Lord; to do good to all; and to behave
in a good manner with everyone. Therefore, such
service is the worship of the Lord. This service is
verily the devotion. Whatever is there in the world, is
not mine; it is not meant for my sake; and I do not
need anything—this is sacrifice or renunciation.
Detachment is attained when there is renunciation in
our life. This renunciation is verily the devotion.
The world is pleased with service. One feels
joy in oneself through renunciation. The Lord is
pleased with love. The unrighteous or the hedonist is
a heartless person; he is cruel and violent. Hence, he
does not entitled to service, sacrifice, and love.
Therefore, become virtuous and self-controlled. Only
then you will become entitled to receive service,
sacrifice, love; only then you will become human
being. Then the bhajan will start happening. The love
does not manifest itself without service and sacrifice.
And the Lord cannot be attained without love.
Therefore, attain service, sacrifice, and love—
this is true devotion.
uestion— w m j ! ome s y re d the
G t ; some say read the Ramayana; and some
say—go to the temple, chant the holy name of the
Lord; do the
a; don te; nd do pen nce. on’t
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really know what to do? Kindly please do tell me
what I should do?
Answer—Give up the known evil; do not
repeat the evil that has been committed.
Question—What should I do after giving up
the evil?
Answer—Have a feeling of harmony towards
everyone and cooperate according to your capability.
uestion— h r j
! What should I do
after this?
Answer—Do not expect anything from anyone
in exchange of goodwill and cooperation—neither
now, nor later.
Question—And after this?
Answer—First do these three things; you will
come to know the fourth automatically.
Question—Automatically?!
Answer—Yes, automatically. O’
r!
y o
you expect that I should erect the electric light posts
from here all the way to your home? Do not make me
wor so r my r n ! O’ rot r I v g v n you
the flash light. Walk as far as the range of its light
illuminates; you will discover the next steps on the
way automatically. If you could only practice the first
advice—t t s g v up t
nown evil; do not repeat
the evil that has been committed—you will attain
everything: peace, liberation, and devotion. Your life
will become free of evil and all things will get
accomplished automatically.
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Question—Does
one
indeed
attain
happiness by associating with untruth?
Answer—Yes,
one
attains
momentary
happiness. Like someone getting the money by telling
a lie. In this manner, one got the temporary happiness
by associating with untruth and got caught up in its
enticement. In this manner one is never able to give
up the untruth. The association with untruth indeed
leads to suffering only.
If we keep our eye on its dire consequence,
then we will be able to give up untruth easily. Just
like, knowing well the consequence of eating poison,
we won’t l
to eat sweets that are mixed with poison
whosoever delicious they may be. Knowing the
consequence of untruth in this manner, we will be
able to give up untruth.
Question—How to overcome greed?
Answer—Greed does not come alone; it
comes along with delusion. There is no fault that is
insular. The root cause of all faults is—inadvertence
(
la). Its effect is—inertness, dependence. To
s onor on ’s
s r m n t v w s om s t
root
mistake.
Question—Kindly please tell us the
strategy to dispel delusion.
Answer—Delusion can be dispelled in several
ways—
1. On the basis of religious faith—God alone is
mine.
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2. On the basis of knowledge—by giving up
attachment.
3. On the basis of service—Render service;
expect nothing.
Question—Is bodily suffering due to one’s
sins? We have heard that sins get destroyed by
reciting the Lord’s n me.
Answer—The bodily suffering is not the result
of sins. If bodily suffering were the result of sin, then
there must have been some pious soul, free from
bo ly su r ng T
glory o t
Lor ’s n m l s n
nt ns y ng t
vot on T Lor ’s n m s oul feel
endearing.
Question—Why is there fear in life?
Answer—There are three kinds of fear in life—
1. Fear of Separation. It’s cause is attachment
to person. If we are able to experience that
which is truly ours, then there is no fear of
separation.
2. F r o Loss It’s cause is attachment to
object. We have regarded that object to be
ours which is not ours.
3. F r o
sgr
It’s us s bo y-conceit
(
n). We want to keep the body
intact, that which is never going to remain
intact. We have developed infatuation with
the body.
Question—What
is
meaningless
contemplation
and
what
is
meaningful
contemplation?
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Answer—The contemplation of the transient is
meaningless contemplation; the contemplation of the
eternal
is
meaningful
contemplation.
The
contemplation of person-object is meaningless
contemplation; the contemplation of the self (
)
and the Supreme Self (
) is meaningful
contemplation.
Question—What is the harm in enjoying the
pleasure of respect and recognition (
'
)?
Answer—The pleasure of recognition is so
severe a poison that while a person has to die only
once after taking poison, the enjoyer of the pleasure
of recognition has to go through birth and death
several times.
Question—What is the harm anyway?
Answer—That which is an impediment in our
being independent, that which is an impediment in our
being generous—that verily is the evil.
Question—What is bondage? How to break
free from it?
Answer—Taking (
) is the bondage. By not
taking and by giving, there remains no bondage
whatsoever.
Question—What is the harm in taking?
Answer—
uestion— h r j
w m j !
Answer—The relish of taking is verily the
mother of new attachment/attraction, which makes
one angry if it is not fulfilled. Enraged, one becomes
obl v ous to on ’s uty to on ’s r l n tur
n to t
Lord.
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Question—How does one become oblivious
to the Lord and should one end this oblivion?
Answer—You will have to end all attachments
if you were to end oblivion of the Lord.
Question—How to attain the Divine-Love?
Answer—By ending all attachments, regard
only the Lord as your own—you will attain Divine-Love
only through this. Regarding the Lord alone as our
own and to expect nothing—this alone is the supreme
means to attaining Divine-Love. Divine-Love is not
attained by performing much penance and
a.
7
8
Ev n
vana and Hiranyakashipu performed great
penance but they did not attain the Divine-Love. The
Lord Indira9 becomes the Lord of heaven by
performing one thousand
a; still he does not attain
the Divine-Love. One does not attain Divine-Love
even by meditation (
na) and contemplation
(chintana); they only lead to the purification of the
mind.
The main method of attaining Divine-Love is to
have [a relation of] self-identity (
) with the
7

In t gr t p
m y n
v n st
nt gon st o t
Lor
ma and is depicted as having ten heads. He is the
worshiper of the Lord Shiva and wanted to overpower the gods.
8
H r ny
s pu t
n mous t r o b
t Pr l
s
mon
r t r rom t Pur
s w o p r orm
p n n
for Lord Brahma to gain magical powers. He was subsequently
ll by t N r s m Av t ra of Lord Vishnu. His tale depicts
the futility of attaining powers for selfish ends and the
omnipotence of the Lord to protect his devotees (such as his
own son Pr l da).
9
Indra, the leader of gods and the lord of heaven in the Hindu
pantheon. He is the god of rain and thunderstorms.
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Lord. Self-identity occurs by giving up all attachments.
The wealth is mine too and the Lord is mine too—both
of these convictions cannot occur simultaneously. The
dearness is bound to manifest (
) by
regarding the Lord as our own. Everyone knows this
thing. Our body is dear to us even if it is sick. Our son
is dear to us even if he is one-eyed. Our house is dear
to us even if it is old and falling apart. The Lord is allaccomplished and the treasure-house of all happiness
and splendor. If we accept the Lord as our own and it
does not lead to the awakening of dearness—how
can this be possible?
Question—That every dispensation of the
Lord is the most benedictory (ma galamaya)—
how can one understand this?
Answer—This is a subject pertaining to the
devoutness (ś '
). One great benefit of religious
belief to the spiritual aspirant is that s/he taps into the
strength of the Lord. The Lord is supremely
compassionate; He is not cruel; the Lord is supremely
peaceful; He is not irascible. The Lord is ever-wakeful
and does not make mistakes. He knows more than us
about what is beneficial to us. We tend to do what we
should not do and still expect all sort of facilities from
the Lord. For example, we are constantly being
blessed with the sunlight, with the air to breath, with
water to drink and with mother earth as our support.
How can He create harsh dispensation for us who is
so very generous and compassionate?
By contemplating along these lines, there
arises reverence for His benevolent dispensation.
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There are three things in the Divine-Dispensation—
knowing, receiving, and happening. If we start
respecting what we know and make proper use of
what has been given to us, then whatever is bound to
happen will be beneficent only! By being careful in
‘
’
receives the competence to remain happy
w
‘
.’ [Emphasis added]
Question—What is our [real] need and how
can it be fulfilled?
Answer—The need of man is—ending of the
suffering and attainment of the supreme Bliss. The
method for the fulfillment of the need is—taking refuge
in the Lord. For this, we have to server our
relationship with the three bodies. By severing
relationship with the gross body, one does not have
propensity to indulge in inauspicious actions. By
severing relationship with the subtle body, undesirable
contemplation comes to an end. By severing
relationship with the causal body, all kinds of cravings
and pride of virtues come to an end.
In this manner by taking refuge in the Lord, the
sorrows of the spiritual aspirant come to an end and
the supreme bliss is attained.
Question—What should one do to attain
God?
Answer—The only thing responsible for
attaining the Lord is to have a relationship of selfidentity with the Lord. Consider the Lord as your own;
you will attain to the Lord. In establishing the
relationship with the Lord, the relationship with the
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world is the impediment and not the world itself.
Therefore, give up the relationship with the world.
Question—How to sever relationship with
the world in order to regard the Lord as our own?
Answer—Serve the members of the family; do
not accept the relationship. Accept relationship with
the Lord alone.
Question—The mind keeps wandering.
Answer—The mind does not wander
anywhere. You like the world and that is why you
have its remembrance. This fault lies with us.
Question—What is the difference between
pleasure and bliss?
Answer—Pleasure suppresses the sorrow;
bliss ends the sorrow.
Question—What is self-inquiry (
ra)?
Answer— T s’—the world, T t’—the Lord,
I’—the entity given to body-conceit—to realize all
three is verily the self-inquiry. The sun—is like t t ’
sunlight— s l
t s ’ n r y o sun— s l
I’ y
attaining the knowledge of any one, one attains to the
knowledge of all the three.
Question—What is inert ( a)?
Answer—That which is illumined with the
reality of the others, that which is not independent,
and that which is dependent—is inert.
Question—What is consciousness?
Answer—Consciousness is like the sun which
is self-illumined and which illumines inert objects.
Question—What is bliss?
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Answer—That which once attained never
ends; that attaining which, one does not have any
desire left to attain anything else—that indeed is bliss.
Question—What is mind?
Answer—The aggregate of desires is verily
called mind. The mind comes to an end with the
ending of desires. And then the defilements (
ras)
such as lust, anger, greed, attachment etc., remain no
more. The ending of desires occurs with the dawning
of true knowledge (
na) or by
understanding things in their true essence. The true
knowledge dawns upon the purification of the heart.
The heart becomes pure by renunciation and DivineLove. Not to regard any object such as body etc., is
renunciation. And not to keep any type of distance at
all with God is Divine-Love. Divine-Love is attained on
its own accord with renunciation.
Question—What is world (
r)?10
Answer—The preparatory training to meet with
the Lord. He who is able to live appropriately in the
world is able to meet with the Lord properly. Even if
he forgets perchance, the Lord takes it upon Himself
to meet with such a person. If you are able to make a
proper use of the circumstances, then you do not
have to especially remember the Lord; the Lord will
10

T wor
’ n H n s o t n tr nsl t
s worl ’ n s
denoted by other variant terms such as vishva, duniya, jagat, etc.
In Hindu philosophy, it has a special meaning and denotes the
unending ocean of birth and death (
gar) and all that
goes with the conditioned mundane existence. When, with Go ’s
grace, liberation (mukti) is attained, this cycle ends once and for
all.
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remember you. The perfection will chose you and the
virtue will descend upon you on its own accord.
Question—What
does
it
mean
to
experience death in life and to die while living?
Answer—It is by experiencing death in life or
by dying while living that one attains immortal life. To
regard the present changeable life itself to be the true
existence is to go straight into the jaws of death. It is
because that which is constantly changing is not the
true existence. That which eternally stays as of one
essence is de facto the true existence. To steadily
abide in the existence permeated with one essence
( karasa) is verily to be liberated while living.
Question—What is the significance of
independent existence?
Answer—Only that person has independent
existence who does not have to depend on others for
his happiness.
Question—How to attain independence?
Answer—“Exp t not ng; b o s rv
”
Expecting nothing, new attachment is not formed;
being of service, existing attachment comes to an
end.
Question—If we do not expect anything,
how will we be able to sustain our life?
Answer—By entrusting the body to [the care
of] the world.
Question—What is the true form of
existence full of nectarine joy?
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Answer—An existence that is free from
scarcity and is marked by constant bliss is indeed the
existence full of nectarine joy.
Question—How
to
attain
such
an
existence?
Answer—Surrender yourself to the Lord.
Question—The te chings of
n v- ev Sangh appear nice to listen to or to talk about but
hard to enshrine in life. Why?
Answer—Because we want to get pleasure
from body etc.; and, furthermore, we do not want to
give up its attraction. If one comes to understand that
ll pl sur
s v r ly som on ’s p n t n t
ttr t on or s ns -pl sur s w ll om to n n on
ts own
or An
t s ttr t on s no mor t n
ll t
t
ngs o M n v- v -Sangh will descend
in our life automatically.
Question—What is the spiritual method
( dhan)?
Answer—The spiritual method gets expressed
through holy fellowship or holy association (
g).
Question—What is the obstacle in spiritual
method?
Answer—To regard others as the cause of our
sorrow is the biggest obstacle in following the spiritual
method. Whoever we regard to be the cause of our
happiness, we get attached to that person; and
whoever we regard to be the cause of our sorrow, we
develop aversion toward that person. While attractionaversion remain, true expression of the spiritual
method is not possible.
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Question—What is devotion (
)?
Answer—Profound endearment in the object
o on ’s sp r tu l qu st s tru
vot on
Question—How does one attain perfection
in devotion?
Answer—By accepting eternal relationship
wt t t w
s’ (hae)—with the Lord—is the true
expression of devotion.
Question—What is the impediment (vighna)
to devotion?
Answer—To regard the [spiritual] means as
the [spiritual] goal is the greatest obstacle to devotion.
Question—What is meditation (
na)?
Answer—To get immersed in the dearness of
t t tw
s’(hae)—the Lord—is indeed the true
meditation.
Question—How to attain perfection in
meditation?
Answer—One attains perfection in meditation
by w t r w ng on s l (or on ’s tt nt on) rom ll
sense-objects.
Question—What is the obstacle to
mediation?
Answer—Meaningless contemplation is the
greatest obstacle to meditation.
Question—What is chanting or recitation
(bhajan11)?
11

"Bha" in the word "Bhajan" means that which is
vyam (the
Inevitable, the Sacred or the Holy). What is
vyam? The
Supreme Self (
matman). The letters "Ja" in the word bhajan
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Answer—The perpetual remembrance of that
w
s’—the Lord—is indeed the true practice of
bhajan. The perpetual remembrance is of the one
nectarine essence both for the person in whom it
arises and for the person about whom it arises.
Question— If one does not enjoy the sense
ple sures born of in dvertently, won’t still the
propensities based on the impressions of the
past keep on manifesting?
Answer—No, inadvertence is not the real
nature of man. According to the doctrine of the Sangh,
the present time is faultless (
ṣa) for everyone.
The past impressions will present themselves based
on desires fulfilled-unfulfilled but they will get
destroyed if one does not oppose, support or identify
with them; and the faultlessness of the present will
remain intact by feeling the remorse over the mistake
that had been committed and by not repeating it in the
future.
Question—In one of the principles of the
Manav-Seva- ngh it is st ted, “Give up th t
ple sure th t is someone’s p in.” Now the
question rises, ‘ s there ny ple sure re lly th t
is not someone’s p in?’
Answer—No, there cannot be any pleasure
t t s not som on ’s p n T r or t r s no
place for indulgence in sense-pleasure in the life of
spiritual aspirant.
connotes japa (chanting or recitation of the Lord's name). Hence
bhajan and japa are one and the same.
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Question—The matters relating to spiritual
method seem to be very difficult to observe while
le ding
householder’s life. What should one
do?
Answer—The life of a householder is a
laboratory for the attainment of true existence. If we
relinquish our rights while protecting the rights of
ot rs t n t
nt r
ous ol r’s l
w ll b
become steadfast in spiritual method and one will not
feel any difficulty whatsoever. But mistakenly we are
not prepared to give up our rights; consequently, one
ls t
ulty n on ’s l
s
ous ol r
Question—What is the significance of
fulfillment of human life?
Answer—The fulfillment of human life lies in
the complete development of its three dimensions—
materialistic,
spiritualistic,
and
theistic.
The
materialistic development means to cooperate with
everyone considering them as our own based on
some form of relationship (that is, either on the basis
of our identity with the world, with the self, or with the
Lord). The spiritualistic development means to be
ont nt n on ’s s l by b om ng r
rom the
trammels of objects and desires. The theistic
development means to sacrifice over the Lord, for the
sweet pleasure of the Lord, the peace attained by
materialistic development and the independence
attained by spiritualistic development. The fulfillment
of human life depends upon the complete
development of these [three] dimensions.
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Question—What is the significance of
becoming a person of discriminative wisdom
(
ī) and a devotee (bhakta)?
Answer—To have perpetual remembrance of
on ’s r l s l ( pa) is to be a person of
discriminative intellect and to remain perpetually
immersed in the remembrance of the Lord is to be
devotee.
Question—How does the devotion get
perfected?
Answer—To ons r t t w
s’ (hae)—
the Lord—alone as our own is the fulfillment of
devotion.
Question—What is the impediment to
devotion or remembrance of the Lord?
Answer—The remembrance of the world.
Question—How does the worship get
perfected?
Answer—One attains perfection in worship by
making proper use of the present by being free from
the sense of mine (mamattva-buddhi) and the sense
of own-ness (apnattva-buddhi).
Question—What is the impediment to
worship?
Answer—To have pride of doership and to
have a desire for the fruit of action are the greatest
obstacles to worship.
Question—What is the meaning of
becoming free from efforts (aprayatana)?
Regarding which matters we should be free from
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efforts and regarding which we should put forth
efforts?
Answer— To become worriless and fearless
by entrusting oneself in every way to the Lord is
indeed to become effortless (aprayatana). After this,
there is nothing that remains to be done; rather the
o ng g ts m rg
n
pp n ng’ n t
pp n ng
g ts m rg
n “t t w
s” (hae)—the Lord. After
becoming effortless, all undertakings keep happening
for the sweet pleasure of the Lord.
Question—What is the simple and infallible
way to attain to real existence?
Answer—To merge all beliefs in one belief, to
merge all relationships in one relationship, and to
merge all desires in one need is the simple and
infallible way to attain to real existence.
Question—Having accepted oneself as the
spiritual aspirant, sometimes one still has the
feeling of aversion toward others. What should
one do in this case?
Answer—After accepting oneself as the
spiritual aspirant If one has the feeling of aversion
toward others, that means that one lacks firmness in
on ’s
pt n
In su
s tu t on t
sp r tu l
aspirant should alertly strengthen his steadfastness.
In the life of spiritual aspirant there should be no
association of the known untruth and he should pray
with the distressed heart. The success is guaranteed.
Question—Is there a God? If so, what is the
proof of God’s existence?
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Answer—On the basis of the words of
devotees, saints, and scriptures we believe that there
is God. The proof of His existence is that He is
present in man in the form of the need for peace,
independence, and love. The Lord is supremely
generous, supremely peaceful, supreme lover, and
supremely independent. All these virtues are present
in the form of need in every man. The very existence
o t sn
s t proo o r Go ’s x st n
Question—Despite God being present in
us, why are we not able to see Him?
Answer—Because we do not experience the
need for God in our life; that is why He is not visible to
us.
Question—How can we feel the need for
God?
Answer—By relinquishing the untruth that is
known to us, we can experience the need for God in
our life.
Question—If all situations are created by
the destiny, then what is the significance of doing
something in human life?
Answer—It is true that all situations are
created by the destiny. But man has been granted the
freedom to use them properly or to misuse them.
Secondly, we cannot refrain from doing because the
intense desire for doing is present in us. To let go of
this desire or attachment that is present in us, we
should do essential activities in good faith, keeping
focused on the goal, devoting full energy, with a pure
mind—so that the desire/attraction for activity may
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end. Therefore, there are two things with regard to
doing—by making proper use of the present situation,
an elegant society is formed. And secondly, with the
ending of the desire/attraction for activity, one attains
on ’s sp r tu l w l r w
s t go l o m n
Question— n
n v- ev -Sangh, it is said
that ‘either do not reg rd nyone s your own; or
else, reg rd everyone s yours own.’ Wh t does it
mean?
Answer—By not regarding anyone as our own,
the feeling of attraction/attachment ( ga) does not
arise; by regarding everyone as our own, the feeling
of aversion (
ṣa) is not arise. In this manner, with
both the convictions, one becomes free from
attraction-aversion, which is helpful in the
development of man.
Question—Wh t is the purpose of
n vev -Sangh?
Answer— T purpos o M n v- v -Sangh
is the [spiritual] welfare of man and the building of an
l g nt so ty T m n ng o on ’s w l r s t t
on
ls no n
or t
ot r’ or on ’s pp n ss
The meaning of building of an elegant society is the
building of such a society in which v ryon ’s r g ts
are preserved, and no one is deprived of their rights.
This objective is fulfilled by protecting the rights of
others and by relinquishing our own rights. By
protecting the rights of others, an elegant society is
built and one is able to let go of the
attraction/attachment that is present. And by
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relinquishing our rights, the new attraction/attachment
is not born.
Question—How should one attain freedom
from attachment?
Answer—One
attains
freedom
from
attachment by not r g r ng ny ob ts s on ’s own
(
) and by becoming desireless or selfless
(
ha).
Question—Wh t is one’s st te
fter
becoming desireless and effortless?
Answer—There is no state as such [after
becoming desireless and effortless]; rather one
attains to [true] existence. That is called true
existence in which there is no lack, in which there is
no sorrow; rather, the whole existence is infused with
immeasurable, infinite, and ever-new nectar [of Divine
Bliss].
Question—Is it essential to give up home
nd householder’s life?
Answer—In order to build spiritual method,
holy fellowship or association (
g) is essential.
There is no importance of any special situation. All of
humankind is equally free under all circumstances to
engage in
g.
Question—If one is unable to give up evil
despite wanting to do so, what should one do?
Answer—With distressed heart, one should
pray with faith.
Question—What is the difference between
discriminative intellect and truth?
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Answer—The discriminative intellect is the
means while truth is the goal.
Question—What is the meaning of fast,
penance, repentance, and prayer?
Answer—The
kalpa to attain the goal is the
resolve; to bear cheerfully the hardships on the way to
tt n on ’s go l s t
p n n ; not to r p t the
known mistake is the repentance; and the cry of the
distressed heart in wake of non- ul llm nt o on ’s
goal is the prayer.
Question—How to be free from anger and
intense attachment?
Answer—One can be free from anger and
tt
m nt by g v ng up on ’s own r g ts n by
protecting the rights of others.
Question—What is the meaning of
circumstance or situation?
Answer—The resource material for personal
development is called situation or circumstance.
Question—What is the meaning of
materialistic progress?
Answer—To be cheerful by seeing the happy
and to be compassionate by seeing the sorrowful.
Question—What is the meaning of spiritual
progress?
Answer—The spiritual progress lies in not to
feel the need of the other to experience on ’s own
happiness.
Question—What is the meaning of theistic
development?
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Answer—To love the Lord is theistic progress.
Question—What is the meaning of
attraction-aversion ( gaa)12?
Answer—To
keep
committing
mistake
knowing very well it to be a mistake—that is,
regarding any one as our own knowing well that no
one is our own in the world—is attachment/attraction
( ga). And not regarding that which is our own as our
own is aversion (
ṣ ).
Question—What is known as volition
(
kalpa)?
Answer—That which establishes our link with
an object, person, situation or state is called
kalpa.
Question—What is scarcity or lack
(
va)?
Answer—We want to do something, but we
are not able to do it; we want to achieve something,
but we are not able to achieve it—this is called
va.
Question—When we are engaged in the
tasks of the household, we are not able to
maintain our awareness. What should we do to
maintain our awareness or to remain alertly
aware?
Answer—The
g is the only way to
maintain awareness [in an alert manner]. By
12

w m M
r j is providing a very special interpretation of
the common words
ṣ : to regard any person, object as
our own is verily
; and not to regard the Lord as ours is verily
ṣ . Everything (objects, persons, etc.) passes away except
the Lord!
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abandoning the untruth [that is known to us as the
untruth], we should be able to attain worriless-ness
and fearlessness. When we assume a sense of
doership in our actions, then as a result thereof, we
are not able to be free from their fruit and the pride of
doership and get bound in insentience (
). With
g “ o ng” g ts tr ns orm
nto “ pp n ng”
n “ pp n ng” g ts tr ns orm
nto t t w
“ s”
(hae); and then alert awareness remains maintained
all the time.
Question— like
n v- ev -Sangh very
much. I want that this stream of thought should
be propagated or publicized at a very large scale.
What can I do in this regard?
Answer—On s oul tr ns orm on ’s l
or ng to t
ology o t
M n v- v -Sangh.
T
t
ng w
g ts ns r n
n n n v u l’s
life conduct becomes ubiquitous (vibhu). And it affects
the larger society on its own accord.
Question—What
is
meaningless
contemplation?
Answer—The contemplation which has no
relation to the task at hand is meaningless
contemplation.
Question—How to give up meaningless
contemplation?
Answer—To know meaningless contemplation
as meaningless contributes to its relinquishment. If
such contemplation takes place on its own, then do
not be afraid of it—knowing well that I have no
responsibility for that which is not being done by me
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but is happening on its own accord. It is happening to
come to an end [on its own]. One should neither
oppose nor support such contemplation. Just one
should not superimpose it on oneself as its doer.
Question—How will one be able to make
proper use of the present by giving up the
meaningless contemplation?
Answer—One will automatically be able to
make proper use of all the powers one has been
granted by giving up meaningless contemplation. Both
of these matters are simultaneous and co-extensive.
By giving up meaningless contemplation, the proper
use of the present starts happening; and by making
the proper use of the present, meaningless
contemplation gets relinquished on its own accord.
Question—How will the future become
bright by making a proper use of the present?
Answer—It is an irrefutable truth that the
future will become bright by making a proper use of
the present. The proper use of the present is capable
of verily freeing oneself from the attachment of
person, object, and situation. To be free from such
attachments is indeed to be independent. To be
independent is indeed to have a bright future. Only an
independent person can be a lover. To have a bright
future does not mean to attain a desirable object,
person or situation. These are verily the root causes
of bondage that lead to downfall and not to progress.
T
wor br g t’
r s gn s x st n
t t s
divine, conscious, and eternal. In the attainment of
such existence lies the fulfillment of human life.
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Question—How can all sorrows come to an
end?
Answer—One feels joy in the fulfillment of
desire and feels sorrow in the non-fulfillment of desire.
Therefore, the sorrow comes to an end by becoming
free from the desire—which is perfectible by honoring
on ’s s r m n t v nt ll t (
- dhaya).
Question—Wh t is so speci l bout
n vev -Sangh?
Answer—T
M n v- v -Sangh assures
that an existence that was attained by any great
person (
nav) so far, that very existence is
attainable in the present too, and that it can be
attained independently by every person.
Question—What is delay in attaining such
an existence?
Answer—Not to give up the vices known to us
[as vices] is verily the cause of delay in attaining such
an existence.
Question—What is the solution to this
helplessness?
Answer—To xp r n on ’s lpl ssn ss or
incompetence and to entrust oneself in the lap of the
Lord is verily the infallible solution to it.
Question—What is the method to end the
ego (aham)?
Answer—By giving up the untruth that is
known to oneself [as the untruth] and by surrendering
oneself unto the Lord, the ego gets obliterated.
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Question—What is the meaning of destiny?
And what is its significance in human life?
Answer—The situations/circumstances that
g t r t
s
r sult o on ’s own
t ons—are
called destiny. By embracing generosity in
pleasurable circumstances and renunciation in painful
circumstances, and by forgoing the existent
attachment, one is able to enter into that existence
which is beyond the reach of circumstances.
Question—What should one do
to
overcome anger?
Answer—The anger gets destroyed by not
regarding any one else to be the cause of our joy and
sorrow and by relinquishing our right [or sense of
entitlement].
Question—Neither one is able to really
attain the world nor one is able to give up its
contemplation. What should one do about it?
Answer—By giving up all attempts to attain the
world and by not acknowledging its sovereignty, one
is able to become free from its attraction and its
contemplation.
Question—In the society, the mind remains
restless by observing other people making
mistakes. What is the method to let go of it?
Answer—Becoming sorrowful in the sorrow of
others is expression of compassion and ending of
dreariness. Then the question of restlessness of mind
does not arise. It means that the fault lies in oneself;
and it can only be our limited ego.
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Question—What is the indication whether
one’s spiritu l pr ctice is proceeding in proper
manner or not?
Answer—One does not have to find out the
marks of correct spiritual practice. It is because after
eating the food, one does not have to ask others
w t r on ’s pp t t s s t t
or not I t
spiritual practice is proceeding correctly, then
interness, dependence on others, and attachment
come to an end.
Question—Why is one afraid to die?
Answer—The destruction of vital breath ( nshakti) and the remaining behind of unfulfilled desires
is verily called death. If all desires come to an end
before the ending of the vital breath, then one cannot
be afraid to die.
Question—Attraction-aversion (
a)
do not end; they only change place. Is this
conviction of mine correct?
Answer—Your understanding is not correct.
By not considering others to be the cause of our joy
and sorrow; by relinquishing our rights; and by
protecting the rights of others, desire and aversion
(
ṣ ) end forever.
Question—How can one be free from the
joy and sorrow brought about by the destiny
(
rabdha)?
Answer—One can enter into existence that is
beyond joy and sorrow by being generous in the joy
and by embracing renunciation in the sorrow brought
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about destiny (
dha); and one become forever
free from the trammels of joy and sorrow.
Question—How can one attain divine love
(prema)?
Answer—If you would approach God with your
desires, then God will become the world; and if you
would go to the world without your desires, then even
the world will become God.
Therefore, approach the Lord purely for the
sake of loving Him and approach the world purely for
the sake of service; and by expecting nothing in return
either from the Lord or from the world, one will receive
love from both. There is nothing so exalted other than
love in this world.
Question—Who is entitled to become a
devotee?
Answer—That spiritual aspirant is entitled to
become a devotee who finds even peace and
liberation to be brackish (
).
Question—What
spiritual
practice
is
recommended for the seeker who does not
believe in God?
Answer—Such
seeker
should
become
desireless by being free from evil. A person becomes
virtuous by becoming free from vice and when such a
person gives up the fruit of good deeds and gives up
the pride, he becomes liberated.
Question— n the philosophy of
n vev -Sangh it is stated that one attains both
liberation and devotion by disliking the world.
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How should one embrace this understanding in
one’s life?
Answer—To dislike the world means serving
the world instead of making it a means to the
fulfillment our self-interest. To like the Lord means to
r g r
H m’
s our own
n
xp t not ng
whatsoever in return. If we eat food, then it should be
for the pleasure of the one who is feeding us; if we
listen, then it should be for the pleasure of the
speaker; if we speak, then it should be for the
pleasure of the listener; and if we do any deed, then it
should be to provide happiness to others—if we do
so, we can attain liberation and devotion. There is no
doubt whatsoever in this. He certainly wins who does
not accept defeat.
Question—What
is
the
fundamental
problem of spiritual aspirant?
Answer—He wants to be calm but
meaningless thoughts keep arising.
Question—What is communion ( g)?
Answer—When the mind becomes pure and
calm, it verily attains to g. The mind becomes pure
by providing cooperation to others and by nurturing a
feeling of amity and goodwill toward them; the mind
becomes still or calm by expecting nothing in return.
To embrace repose and refuge in the Lord to abandon
exertion and dependence on others is a surefire
method of becoming steadfast in
g. Now if
som on w r to s y t t I nnot t
r ug n t
Lor ’ t n
s oul t
r ug n on ’s own s l ’
(sva) and, by becoming free from the sense of mine
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(nirmama) and by becoming selfless (
m), be
free from attachment-aversion (
ṣ ). If one
w r to s y t t I v no nowl g o my own s l ’
then he can at least have faith in his duty. The
tt
m nt lso g ts s v r
by r l nqu s ng on ’s
own rights and by protecting the rights of the others.
And as soon the attachment ends, one attains to g
on its own accord.
Question—What is the obstacle to g?
Answer—The relish of sense-gratification is
the biggest obstacle on the way to g.
Question—What is meant by the science of
duty, the science of spirituality, and the science
of theism or religious faith?
Answer—To serve the world with object,
ability, and strength is the science of duty. To give up
the fruit of service and the ego is the science of
spirituality. For the pleasure of the Lord, to love Him
unconditionally in every way by being His own is the
science of theism. In ordinary parlance, that the world
feels our need—this is science of duty; that we do not
feel any need for the world—this is the science of
spirituality; that the Lord be dear to us—this is the
science of theism.
Question—In life, why there is need for God
and repose?
Answer—Because, except for God, there is no
other companion who can stay with us forever. That is
why we need God in our life. The tiredness that arises
from toil is removed only through repose. That is why
there is the need for repose.
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Question—What is the obstacle in attaining
the attained?
Answer—The attraction of the world is indeed
the obstacle on the way to attain the ever-attained
Lord.
Question—Given that our resources are
limited, how can we serve everyone?
Answer—To be free from vice in mind, words,
and action is the service of the world; to do virtuous
deeds by becoming free from vice is the service of the
society; relinquishing the fruit of good deeds and the
concomitant pride is the service of the self; and one
serves the Lord by love. Man is verily free to do all
this.
Question—How
to
end
meaningless
contemplation?
Answer—Meaningless contemplation ends
with the ending of dreariness ( rasa ). And
dreariness ends by generosity, independence, and
endearment. Generosity means to regard everyone as
our own. As we serve one body, in the same manner
we should render service to the several bodies.
Independence means not to experience the need of
others for our happiness and to remain detached with
our own body like other bodies. Endearment means to
accept our relationship with the Lord, eternally and
unconditionally.
Question—If the attraction is from the side
of the Lord, then why does not God attract man
toward Himself or why does not man get attracted
towards God on its own accord?
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Answer—God does not want to take away the
independence of man. That is why until man himself
does not turn toward God, God remains in the
background.
The objects do not have such power that they
could attract man toward themselves. Man, by his
own inadvertence, runs after objects. Nor do the
objects have the power to counteract or retaliate
(
). Hence, it is our own mistake that we do
not feel ourselves attracted towards God.
Question—Despite our efforts to make our
mind thought-free, the mind does not become
steady even for a minute. Other thoughts keep
arising while doing the recitation/remembrance of
the holy name ( ma-japa). How to end this?
Answer—Only he is able to perfect
volition/thought-free state (
) who, disliking
the visibly entertaining and enticing attractions of the
world,
likes
the
unseen,
unknown
Lord
unconditionally.
Question—In what part of the body does
the the self (aham) get fulfilled?
Answer—The self does not get fulfilled in any
p rt o t bo y As m tt r o
t t
s l ’ (mein) is
not of the same class or nature as the body.
Question— w m j ! Out of the path of
knowledge and the path of devotion, which one is
easier and the best?
Answer—Listen! Both of these paths are easy
and the best. There is a difference in the competence
of the spiritual aspirant. A spiritual aspirant who is
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competent, the path of knowledge is more suitable
and a spiritual aspirant who is not competent, the path
of devotion is easy and the best. Although
competence, ability, discriminative intellect have all
been granted by the blessed Lord, yet he who
respects the gift received from the Lord is thinker; and
he is a devotee who, relinquishing all dependence,
takes refuge in the Lord exclusively.
Question—How to love?
Answer—If you behold, behold it with love; If
you speak, speak with love; if you hear, hear with.
Perform all tasks considering them to be the
lov ’s task. This alone is the easiest way to love.
Question—What is the method to attain
objects?
Answer—The objects are attained by properly
utilizing the available situation. The objects feel
greatly distressed by the lustful and the hoarder. And
he who makes a proper use of them, the objects
remain always eager to come to such a person.
Question—What is so special about man?
Answer—Just that he can, disliking the
beautiful and the pleasant world, sacrifice himself
unconditionally on the Lord that he has only heard
about.
Question—What is the greatest evil?
Answer—To like dependence is verily the
greatest evil. No one can indulge in sense-pleasures
without becoming dependent [upon someone else].
Therefore, to indulge in pleasure that results from
being dependent is the greatest evil which arises by
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regarding that which is not ours as ours and by not
regarding that which is ours as ours.
Question—What is the means to become
free from the evil?
Answer—To regard everyone as ours by virtue
of our relationship with the Lord is the easy way to
become free from evil, since no one does evil to their
own people.
Question—How can one end fear and
impoverishment?
Answer—The fear ends by giving up the
sense of mine (
) and impoverishment ends by
giving up the desire (
).
Question—What is the easy way to attain to
immortal life?
Answer—Do not be afraid to die and do not
desire anything; then you will be able to attain
immortal life before death—there is no doubt about it.
If you can have faith in these teachings of the saints
(
- n ), you may do so.
Listen, when we were incapable (that is, when
we were very young), someone did take care of our
body. And as we became somewhat capable (in
youth), then too our body got protected. And when we
will become incapable again in our old age, then too
someone will take care of this body.
If for a minute we accept that this body will get
destroyed if someone will not take care of this body
during the old age; would this body get destroyed too
while eating and taking its care? If it gets destroyed
without food, what is the loss in that? So, if you want
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immortal life, do not be afraid to die; and do not desire
anything.
Question—What should we do by way of
spiritual practice?
Answer—Honestly speaking—do nothing! This
is the first and foremost thing. Secondly—do no evil.
Thirdly—do not be proud of your virtuous conduct.
Fourth—do not insist on your rightful share. Fifth—be
independent. Six—be generous and loving.
The truth of the matter is that if you can resist
doing anything, you are a great person. It is because
all activity starts with the body-conceit (
n)
and body-conceit results due to an [ontological] error.
If you cannot resist doing something, at least ensure
that you do not do evil deeds; and also do not do that
which you cannot do. What will be left—fulfill that
which you should do and that which you can do.
Until all our undertakings/proclivities become of
the nature of spiritual practice, we do not attain the
state of repose or abstention that comes naturally and
spontaneously
at
the
end
of
our
proclivities/undertakings. It is meaningless to talk
about spiritual life, God-realization, peace, and
liberation in absence of the natural and spontaneous
repose or abstention. A spiritual aspirant interested in
these matters should first attain spontaneous repose.
This is attained by correct engagement in activities
and not by giving up engagement in activities.
If abstention/repose were to be attained by
giving up engagement in activities, then there would
not have been any difference between deep sleep
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(suśupati) and deep meditative absorption (
dhi).
There is a great difference between the two. In the
deep sleep, the action is present in seed form but not
so in deep meditative absorption. Here
refers
to spontaneous meditative absorption and not to the
meditative absorption that is attained through much
practice.
The spontaneous meditative absorption indeed
is attained quite naturally at the end of activity. It has
no trace of desire left even in the seed form. When
there is left no seed of desire, then there cannot be
any difference. When there is no difference, then how
can there be any differentiation and separateness?
Thinking in this manner, our whole life, our
every activity will become of the nature of spiritual
practice. When will this happen? When we will not do
what we ought not to do. The light of knowledge is
present in all of the humankind in equal measure.
T r or O’ s rn ng on s! H v trust n
your own knowledge. If you want to engage in spiritual
practice, then resolve that –I will never dishonor my
knowledge; I will never search for doubt in my
devotion; and I will never misuse my strength. These
are the three matters that need to be decided; and the
Lord has granted you strength to decide about them.
It is verily on account of these matters that one is
given the name of a spiritual aspirant. The question of
spiritual practice presents itself before a spiritual
aspirant and not before an ordinary being.
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Question—When the desire does not get
fulfilled, one feels pain; and when the desire has
arisen, one feels pain. What should one do?
Answer—The momentary pleasure one
experiences immediately upon the fulfillment of desire
gives birth to another desire. The overall condition
verily remains the same.
Let me share a true incident—Long time ago, I
went to beg for alms from several households
(madhukari).13 In one house, all the people were very
happy. I became curious as to why these people are
so happy. When i asked them, they did not say
anything but ust pt l ug ng On g rl s
ow
w m ! on’t you now t? Our brot r Mr Kr s n ,
has passed the BA exam. We have just received he
telegram T t s w y w
ll r so
ppy ’ I then
started asking them, if the happiness they were
experiencing then would last till tomorrow. For if this
celebration is about passing the BA examination,
obviously, the person will not get failed by tomorrow.
Everyon t r b
m qu t T y s
How so?’
A t r t t I mm
t ly s
p ss t
x m
with good marks/division? Will he be able to get
admission into an MA class? Will he be able to get a
ob or not?
oul
pr p r
or omp t t on?’
13

Madhukari is the practice of collecting a little food from each
and every householder. The word madhukari comes from the
word madhukara and means "honey-forming bees." Just like
bees collect a little bit of nectar from each flower, a
should collect a little food from each and every householder and
should eat simply what is necessary to maintain the body.
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Listening to this, everyone became quiet. I said—
Listen, when among several desires, one of your
desires gets fulfilled, you are not able to describe the
happiness derived from its fulfillment. Then what
could be the limit of the joy of that person who has no
desire whatsoever? From this it becomes clear that it
is essential to become free from the trammels of
desire.
Question— w m j ! Can one become
desireless or selfless while living householder’s
life?
Answer—Yes, one can become desireless
[while leading
ous ol r’s l
by p r orm ng
service and duty. Fulfill your duty and serve the
sorrowful—to the best of your capability. You do not
have to give up your work to become desireless. Fulfill
your task for the sake of family, society, world, and
the Lord; and become still at the completion of the
task.
Do not do work for yourself; serve the society
for the sake of your family and serve the family for the
sake of your body. Do not raise your family by
harming the society. Do not provide pleasure to your
body by harming your family. The question of action
rs s n t
ont xt o ous ol r’s l
only n
not in the life of the renouncer.
Action is helpful in becoming selfless; it is not
an impediment. Change your sentiment; change your
will. Work not for your own pleasure; work for the
welfare of others. Even if you have to go through
r s ps or t s
o ot rs’ pl sur you w ll st ll
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feel blissful. This is the science of life. That is why the
discerning ones do not like that pleasure which is
oun
upon som on ’s p n; t y l
t t sorrow
which brings joy to others.
Question— w m j ! f the householder’s
life has everything, why do men leave it to live in
a forest?
Answer—Men go to forest to end their
shortcomings. Do they stay forever in the forest after
go ng t r ? on’t t y om b
to t
so ty?
This is verily to compartmentalize life.
Question—What is meant by spontaneous
meditative absorption (
dhi)?
Answer—Spontaneous? Well, samadhi is
verily spontaneous only; it cannot be unspontaneous.
When senses turn away from sense-objects; mind
becomes free from distinctions (nirvikalpa). When the
mind becomes free from distinctions,
dhi
is attained.
Question—How to bring peace in life?
Answer—If you want to bring peace in your
life, trust yourself and acknowledge the truth. Have
t n your s l ’
v
t n t
Lor
n
v
faith in your duty. Rise above the indulgence in the
sense-pleasures (
gs
).
Question—What is the meaning of death?
Answer—According to the philosophy of
existence, human body can be verily divided into
three levels. These are—gross, subtle, and causal.
The subtle body is the assemblage of desires. When
the vital breath-energy ( n-shakti) gets expended
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and the desire-energy (
-shakti) remains, this
state is called death. The diminution of
n-shakti is
called death. The Sun is the fundamental splendor of
the
n-shakti.
Question—What is service?
Answer—Service is the foundation of sacrifice
and love. What is the master key of service which is
essential for everyone? Pious deed is one thing;
service is quite another. There are four forms of
service—1. World Service; 2. Service of the Body, the
Family, and the Society; 3. Service of the Self; and
Service of the Lord.
Service of the world—not to consider anyone
as evil, not to wish evil for anyone, and not to do evil
to anyone.
This service can be performed by everyone.
The world will like us when we become free from evil
in thought, word, and deed. Free from the evil, we will
become good and virtuous deeds will start happening.
When good deeds start happening, do not ask for
their fruit. Then you will become desireless (or
selfless) and content in your s l ’ I you o not
indulge in that, you will attain to the love of the Lord,
generosity for the world, and independence for
yourself. All these three elements (divine love,
generosity, and independence) are imperishable.
Do not do anything that is contrary to the
discriminative intellect and contrary to your capability.
This is will be a great service. Let the dutilessness not
arise; let the inadvertence not arise. To open a school
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or a hospital is not service; it is verily repentance for
hoarding.
Question—How is meditation done? We do
sit for meditation; however, our mind does not
abide in it.
Answer—I submit that as long as you try to do
meditation, you will never be able to meditate. A few
days ago, one American priest came to visit me in the
hermitage ( shram) H s
m “ oul you pl s
s y som t ng bout t
m
t on?” I r pl
“No ”
Why? Because you will not be able to!
Think about it. If you are thirsty, the root cause
of thinking/meditating about the water is— t rst ’ You
remember about your family; the root cause of
remembering about the family is— s ns o ownn ss’ (
pan) with the family.
Therefore, necessity’ and s ns o own-n ss’
is the basis of meditation (
na). To sit with eyes
closed is not the basis of meditation. This is not a
matter of sitting; it is a matter of experiencing.
Question— w m j ! How will the real
service be rendered with [the help of] the body?
Answer—We have an imaginary relationship
with the body. One can get the work done from the
body through inspiration or even through command.
Very many functions get done by the body and we
think that we are doing those tasks.
Listen! Not to regard anyone as evil is the
function of intellect. Not to wish evil for anyone—by
whom will this be done? By our own self!
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When we will not wish evil for anyone, when
we will not regard anyone as evil—then that which
should not be done by the body will not happen. We
end up doing what we should not do through body
owing to the fact that we regard others as evil, we
wish others evil, and we do evil.
I regard being free from the evil to be the
greatest service of all. My moral duty/nature is to be
free from the evil; and the best use of the body is to
do good. The body is not to be used to the detriment
of the family in which the body is born—the family in
which it is reared and nurtured—and to the detriment
of the society and the world.
Do not speak harshly—this is verily the service.
I you won’t sp
rs ly t n you w ll s y wor s
that are beneficial to others. If you will not speak
unnecessarily,
then
speaking,
saying,
and
understanding that which is necessary will happen
indeed through the body. But in this manner, the body
will not be used for the detriment of others.
When will the body be used for the detriment of
others?—When one employ the body for the pleasure
o on ’s own s l It m ns t t t
bo y s oul not
be utilized for the sake of sense-indulgence or sensepleasure. What is the service of the body?—Restraint
in food and refreshment (
r), good conduct,
and virtuous behavior.
Listen! There is something that is referred to as
“I” (mein) and there is something that is referred to as
“m n ” (
) T bo y s n t r “m n ” nor n t b
r rr
to s “I ”—this is proven by the knowledge
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n un rst n ng ut on’t you m
us o t
body or not? Be a non-doer (
) and a nonexperiencer (
) with regard to the body. Nonattachment is also [a form of] service. What will
happen when you become non-attached? When you
remove your right over things that you used to regard
as yours, those things will then become as if
belonging to the society and you would become free
from the taint of [false] ownership.
To become free from the evil, to relinquish the
fruit and pride of virtue—this belongs to the domain of
action. One should be free from attachment-aversion
(
ṣ ). All human conflicts are due to
ṣ .
ṣ lasts till we do not offer others
what is their right and until we give up our right. The
body is not the doer; it is the resource-material for
action.
You have heard the word soul or self; you have
heard the word the Supreme Self (
). You
have seen the body. There is no question in the self
(
). There is also no problem in the non-self
(
). You are neither the self nor the non-self.
Question—How can one attain renunciation
(
) of desires?
Answer—If one were to renounce desires, one
s oul rst x m n on ’s
s r s From mong t
desires that have arisen, one should fulfill those
desires which—1. Have link with the present; 2. Are
such that we cannot live without fulfilling them; 3. We
have the means for fulfillment; and 4). If fulfillment, will
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not cause any harm to anyone. However, one should
be careful that one does not intend the pleasure of
their fulfillment as desideratum or desirable (
ṣṭa).
If we keep relishing their pleasure, the desires will
keep re-emerging and this vicious circle will continue
unabated. In a thoughtful manner, one has to give up
those desires which do not fulfill these four
requirements.
Question—What is the meaning of saint
( dhu)?
Answer—The saints do not necessarily move
away from the world but they definitely sever their
relationship with the world. They do not necessarily
throw their body into the holy Ganges but they
definitely sever their relationship with the world. He
indeed is the saint who severs relationship with the
world, whether remaining at home or by going to the
forest. He indeed is the saint who does not harm
anyone and who endears the Lord. The Manav-SevaSang has shown the light—O’
! D
anyone, do not regard anyone as evil, and, according
to your capability, be of service to the family and the
society in which you live. Thus, sadhu means a
spiritual aspirant, because—
1. We have to serve the society.
2. We have to love the Lord.
3. We have to become selfless.
uestion— w m j ! Who is temperate or
self-restrained (
ī)?
Answer—
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He who speaks for the pleasure of the
listeners.
He who meets for the pleasure of those who
want to meet him.
He who eats for the pleasure of those who feed
him.
He whose eyes see for the significance of form.
He whose ears hear for the significance of
sound; and he whose nose smells for the
significance of smell.
If all the activities take place in this manner,
then there is no effect of activities on the doer.
Concentration and meditative absorption happen
automatically. This is verily self-restraint (sanyam).
Question—What is [real] life or existence
and what are the means to its attainment?
Answer—That is called real life in which there
is nothing lacking, in which there is no dependence
and tedium, in which there is alert consciousness, and
which is full of [divine] love. Such existence can be
attained by every brother and sister right now through
repose (
).
Question—What is the method to subdue or
to control the mind?
Answer—
1. Remove the weight of your sense of mineness (
) from your mind.
2. Change your liking. Like that thing on which
you want to focus your mind and dislike that
thing from which you want to remove your
mind.
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3. Accomplish the task that is essential and let
go of that task which is inessential.
4. Do not do that which should not be done and
that which you are not able to do; and do
accomplish that task which should be done and
that which you are able to do.
5. Regard the Lord alone as your own.
6. Experience your most essential need.14
Question—What is called detachment
(
)
Answer—Detachment means—to experience
our self as separate from the world. He who is the
seer of the world cannot be the world. By serving we
become detached from the gross body; by becoming
free from desires, we become detached with our
subtle-body, and becoming effortless, we become
detached with our subtle body. Only upon attaining
detachment with all the three bodies does one attain
perfection in
g which is saturated with [self-]
realization and divine love.
Question—What is lust ( ma) and how to
extinguish it?
Answer—Attraction toward object, person,
situation, and st t s ll
lust ’ In ot r wor s t
ttr t on o t t w
s not’ (nahin) is called lust.
By rejecting the reality of nahin—that which
does not really exist—and by accepting the reality of
t tw
s’ (hae); that is, by accepting the reality of

14

Our most essential need is God-realization or Self-realization.
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the Lord, the lust ( ma) g ts
stroy
n on
tt ns to
ma, the Lord.
Question—What is called spiritual practice?
Answer—That which ends the distance,
difference, and separation from the object of
attainment ( dhya) is verily called the spiritual
practice ( dhan). Generosity, detachment, dearness
are all included within the meaning of
dhan. The
constant remembrance of the Lord at all times indeed
is the practice of the Path of Devotion. The constant
remembrance of our real self at all times indeed is the
practice of the Path of Liberation. The constant
remembrance of our duty at all times indeed is the
practice of the Path of Action.
Question—What is holy association with
truth (
g)?
Answer—To accept the truth of life is
g.
To be free from evil, to be free from desire, and to be
[divine] lover is
g. To be free from evil means—
to regard everyone as our own based on some
relationship; to be free from desire or to selfless
means—not to
v no vol t on o on ’s own; n to
be divine lover means—to have a relation of eternality
and self-identity only with the Lord. All of humankind
is independent in doing these three things in the
present.
Considering everyone as our own brings forth
purity of mind; not r g r ng ny on ’ s our own
leads to doubtlessness, and to regard Almighty Lord
as our own brings about fearlessness. With the purity
of mind, life becomes useful for the world, with
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doubtlessness, life becomes useful for one own self,
and with fearlessness, life becomes useful for the
Lord. This is verily the perfection of life.
Question—What is rasa15? How many types
of rasa are there?
Answer—To feel the fondness for or take
delight in something is indicative of nectar (rasa).
There are four kinds of rasa—
1.
ga-Rasa (Delight of Indulgence)—This delight
binds man with dependence [on others] and
15

Rasa means taste or flavor of which there are six original kinds
- sweet (madhura), sour (amla), salty (lavana), pungent (katuka),
bitter (tikta), and astringent (kasaya). Rasa can also mean a
taste or inclination or fondness for love, affection, desire, charm,
pleasure, or delight.
Traditionally, there are nine different types of Rasa, although
variations on these are also possible.
1. Shringar - This depicts the sentiment of love, sensuality,
and erotic emotions.
2. Raudra - This covers the realm of anger, rage, and other
violent wrathful emotions.
3. Hasya - Under this Rasa come the joyful, the comic, and
happy emotions.
4. Vibhatsaya - Disgust and ludicrous emotions.
5. Veera - Bravery, heroism, and manliness are some of the
attributes of this Rasa.
6. Karuna - Sadness, pathos, compassion, sympathy.
7. Bhayanak - This Rasa caters to the emotions of fear,
anxiety, and uncertainty.
8. Adabhuta- Wonder and curiosity are two of the attributes
of this Rasa.
9. Shanta - Contemplative, meditative and peaceful
emotions form this Rasa. [Source:
http://www.pelorian.com/rasadeva.html]
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inertness (
) and keeps diminishing
progressively (
).
2.
nti-Rasa (Delight of Peace)—This delight is
indicative
of
potentiality
and
sufficiency
(
)
3.
ī -Rasa (Delight of Independence)—This
is constant, immutable, and uniform. It is not
subject to increase.
4. Prema-Rasa (Delight of Love)—This rasa is
constant and infinite and keeps increasing
progressively. It keeps getting new perpetually.
Question—What is the true nature or form
of ‘ ’-am-ness (mein)?
Answer—Generosity, independence, and love
s n
t
tru
orm o I-am-n ss’ (
’).
Through generosity, man becomes useful for the
world; and through love, man becomes useful for the
Lord. He does not need anything for himself either
from the world or from the Lord. Thus, man becomes
useful for himself by becoming free from desire.
Question—Why the materialist did not
receive the adoration of the world?
Answer—Because he did not regard everyone
as his own.
Question—Why the theist did not receive
the Lord’s love?
Answer—Because he did not regard the Lord
as his own.
Question—Why the spiritualist did not
receive self-love?
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Answer—Because he did not relinquish
attachment and desire.
Question—What is true materialism?
Answer—That we become so useful for the
world that the world starts experiencing our need
while we have no need of the world for ourselves.
With the coming of true materialism, the ability to lead
spiritual life comes automatically. And in the fulfillment
of spiritual life, the ability to live theistic life is attained
and then life becomes saturated with Divine Love,
which is the real purpose of human life.
Question—Why does one not attain
naturalness in meditation?
Answer—It s b
us w
o’ m t t on t t
we do not attain naturalness in meditation. If one
engages in
g, then the meditation will happen
quite naturally.
Regard the Lord as your own on the basis of
faith, devotion, and trust. One certainly will feel
n
rm nt or t t w
s on ’s own T
remembrance of that which is dear to us will not be
forgotten even if we try to forget it. Try to experience
through understanding the fact that we do not have
anything that is truly our own. Only then the dearness
of that which is our own will find its expression in our
own self and the meditation will start happening on its
own accord.
Question—What is the meaning of
materialistic progress and spiritual progress?
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Answer—That the world experiences our
need—this is material progress. That we feel no need
for the world—this is spiritual progress.
Question—What is the meaning of theistic
development?
Answer—That we be of use to the Lord and
that we expect nothing in return—this is the meaning
of theistic progress.
Question—What is the meaning of
complete development?
Answer—To be of use to the world and the
Lord and to expect nothing in return.
Question—How to awaken the yearning for
imperishable existence (
ī- īvan)?
Answer—Upon the realization of the truth of
perishable existence, the yearning for imperishable
existence will awaken on its own accord.
Question—How
to
end
boredom/monotony?
Answer—Complete the essential task with full
capability, competence, and integrity and give up the
unnecessary tasks. Safeguard the peace that is
spontaneously present at the beginning and at the
end
of
each
task.
Peace
destroys
the
monotony/boredom. This results in the expression of
and generosity, peace, independence, and dearness,
which by its very nature is nectarine (rasarupa).
Question—What is the difference between
pleasure and delight (or nectar)?
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Answer—Pleasure always keeps decreasing
and delight keeps increasing progressively.
Question—How
to
end
greed
and
attachment?
Answer—Greed comes to an end by not
regarding as our own and for our own sake that which
has been given to us. With the ending of attachment,
fear comes to an end and with the ending of greed,
impoverishment comes to an end.
Question—Wh t is the me ning of ‘not
regarding as our own that which has been given
to us?’
Answer—Not to have the expectation of
indulgence in pleasure from that which has been
received; rather to apply it in the service of others.
Question—What is the true form of nonattachment?
Answer—To relinquish the fruit and the pride
of fulfillment of the duty and to take delight in the
peace of equanimity of the intellect—this verily is the
true form of non-attachment.
Question—What is the meaning of
invocation (stuti), devotion (
), and prayer
(
)?
Answer—To accept the reality and sovereignty
of the Lord is verily the invocation; to accept the
relationship of own-ness (apnattva) with the Lord is
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devotion; to experience the need for Divine-Love is
prayer.16
Question—What is the easiest way to
realize God?
Answer—To like God is indeed the easiest
way to realize God. To merge all relationship into one
relationship, to merge all faiths into one faith, and to
m rg ll s r s nto on [ov r r ng n
’—this is
verily the meaning of liking the Lord.
Question—When I show generosity toward
someone, that person does not become generous
toward others and this results in the lessening of
my feeling of generosity. What should I do so that
there is no lessening of my feeling of generosity?
Answer—Generosity is never shown; it is
indeed the very nature of man which gets expressed
through
g. If you accept everyone as your own
on the basis of some form of relationship, then there
will be no diminution of generosity.
Question—Please be so kind to tell the
meaning of spiritual method (s dhan) and
chanting (bhajan
ccording to
n v- ev Sangh.
Answer—A or ng to M n v- v -Sangh,
dhan, bhajan is the fruit of
g. The real effort
of man lies only in doing
g.
g means—
accepting the truth determined by our discriminative
intellect (viveka); to become effortless by being free
16

This question is repeated again here. It is also found on pp.
23-24.
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from the servitude of objects (akinchana) or desires
(
ha).
g means—to become fearless and
worriless by
pt ng t Lor ’s r l ty sov r gnty
and own-ness (apanattva) based on hearing about
these qualities of the Lord. The fruit of
g
performed on the basis of knowledge is the
dhan
and the fruit of
g performed on the basis of
religious faith is the bhajan.
Question—How to end identification with
the body?
Answer—1. The identification with the body
n s by xp r n ng t roug
nowl g t t “I m
not t bo y or t bo y s not m n ”
2. By serving one attains detachment with the
gross body; by becoming desireless, one attains
detachment with the subtle body; and by becoming
effortless, one attains detachment with the causal
body.
By attaining detachment with the three bodies,
the identification with the body comes to an end.
Question—How to stop the restlessness of
the mind?
Answer—A or ng to t
p losop y o
M n v- v -Sangh, the mind has no independent
r l ty o ts own T
ggr g t on o on ’s l ngs s
verily the mind. Our mind becomes steadfast in that
[object] which we tend to like; it moves away from that
[object] which we tend to dislike.
1. Therefore, like that object or thing on which you
want to focus your mind and dislike that thing
from which you want to remove your mind. We
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only feel the restlessness of mind when we
want to make our mind steadfast in the Lord
while indeed we like the world.
2. The second method is to entrusting our mind to
the Lord by removing the weight of our sense
of mine-ness (
) from your mind. The
blessed Lord will make it pure, healthy, and
calm. As a result, the restlessness of mind will
end.
3. Mind is a mirror which provides knowledge of
the location of an object. Do not regard the
mind as evil, do not condemn it; rather,
examine your status in the light of
discriminative intellect and try to remove your
perceptible deficiencies in the light of
g.
This will also remove the restlessness of mind.
4. The mind becomes calm by not doing that
which you are not able to do and that which
should not be done; and by accomplishing that
task which should be done and that which you
are able to do.
Question—What is the meaning of
rendering practical service to our nears and dears
and to the society?
Answer—The service is of two kinds—
practical and emotional. The emotional service is
unlimited. And the practical service can be rendered,
based on our means, to those persons with whom we
have accepted our relationship. Therefore, the
practical service, based our means, is urged for the
society that is close to us. Our body is the closest to
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us, then come our family members and other
relatives, neighbors etc.
Question—What
is
the
relationship
between the spiritual aspirant ( dhak) and the
spiritual means ( dhan)?
Answer—The means that a spiritual aspirant
adopts to reach his goal are called
dhan. The
dhan is required only until one has not attained
on ’s go l A t r t r l z t on o t go l t m ns
( dhan) and the goal ( dhaya) become one.
Question—How to be free from
kalpa
(resolves or desires) and vikalpa?
Answer—In a discerning manner, try to
experience this reality that all desires or resolves
(s kalpas) of no one ever get fulfilled and that some
kalpas of everyone get fulfilled. Evermore, there
remains behind non-fulfillment of desires after the
fulfillment of desires. [The pleasure of fulfillment of
gives birth to the new
]. Therefore,
fulfillment of desires (
kalpas) is not the [true]
existence. By not relishing the pleasure of fulfillment
of desires (
s), new
s do not arise
and the essential
end after having been
fulfilled on their own accord.
Question—Why are we not able to
experience the bliss of the fact of existence of
God?
Answer—Because we have regarded the Lord
as the means ( dhan) and not the goal ( dhaya) of
our quest. We want that the Lord should safeguard
our happiness, comfort, and honor. Therefore, instead
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of regarding the Lord as the
dhan, we should
regard Him as the dhaya of our spiritual quest.
Question—What is the best utilization of
the present?
Answer—1. To safeguard the
g is the
best use of the present. In the beginning and at the
end of each task, there is the natural association of
truth (
g). Like it, experience its need, and
protect it.
2. Generosity, independence, peace, and
dearness are all the fruit of
g. Due to
generosity, man proves useful for the world; due to
peace and independence, man proves useful for
himself; and due to love/endearment, man proves
useful for the Lord. That man should become useful in
this manner for everyone—this is the best utilization
of the present.
Question—Everyday, I worship for two
hours in a traditional manner. My family members
oppose it and create obstacles in it. What should I
do?
Answer—The real meaning of worship is—to
serve the world for the sake and for the pleasure of
the Lord. If you sit down for worship when your family
members are expecting you to do some household
work, then their opposition to your worship is quite
appropriate. Therefore, embracing the true meaning
of worship, serve your family members selflessly. If
you are too attached to the traditional form of worship,
then you can keep it either before or after the
completion of the essential household work.
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Question—What is attachment or sense of
mine (mamat )? How to be free from it?
Answer—Mama is merely a way of seeking
pleasure. The greater the pleasure you seek from
someone, the greater will be the difficulty to let go of
their attachment. To regard someone as our own is
verily the attachment. Once you have made the
decision not to regard anyone as your own, there is
nothing that remains to be done after that.
I will tell you a very interesting thing. We regard
our body to be our own and give it a lot of importance.
That is why the world does not give it importance.
There cannot be two owners of one property. An
object that has been entrusted to the Lord, its
wherewithal is arranged on its own accord [by the
Lord].
Make the determination that there is nothing
that is mine’ or t t only the Lord is my own’
[emphasis added]. This will serve the purpose. It is
essential to do one of these two things. This is verily
the real effort (
).
g is the supreme
limit of real effort.
No attachment with what one has received; no
misuse of what one has received; and no desire for
that which one does has not received—T t’s ll;
dutifulness, non-attachment, and steadiness will
follow.
From the standpoint of self-inquiry (
r),
objects are not mine; from the standpoint of action,
not to misuse objects; and from the standpoint of faith,
all and everything belongs to the Lord.
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Question— w m j ! Why do you not have
your name written on your books?
Answer—Should I have my name written
leaving aside the powers of the Totality by whom the
truth has been discovered?
uestion— h r j
! How long does it
take to attain to the truth?
Answer—The greater the intensity of yearning,
the lesser the time it takes to realize the truth. If you
will not be able to live in peace without God, God will
be attained right away.
Question— w m j ! What is the merit of
reciting the pranava (Om)?
Answer—The senses get merged into the
mind and power of mind gets merged in the intellect,
the intellect gets merged in the self, and the self gets
merged in the limitless.
Question— w m j ! Several perversions
(
rs) arise in the mind; what should I do?
Answer—Perversions do not arise as such;
rather the remembrance of perversions keeps arising.
Do not identify with them.
Question—My situation is not hidden from
you. Kindly please tell me about my spiritual
welfare.
Answer—In making the proper use of the
situation discerningly lies the welfare of man.
Whatever situation a person is in, he can attain
humanity by making proper use of it.
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Question—How to make proper use of
situation?
Answer—One should safeguard the rights of
others by making oneself free from hankering after
on ’s own r g ts
Question—What
is
the
benefit
of
relinquishing the rights?
Answer—By relinquishing the rights, new
shackles do not get created; and by entrusting others
their rights, the existing shackles come to an end.
Question—What is bondage and how to
become free from it?
Answer—Giving and taking—this is verily the
bondage. Nothing remains by way of bondage If we
practice giving while refraining from taking.
Question—What is wrong in taking?
Answer—The relish of taking gives birth to
new desire which, if not satisfied, makes one
aggravated and angry. By becoming aggravated and
ngry on org ts on ’s uty on ’s r l s l n t
Lord.
Question—Why there is forgetfulness
about the Lord? How to end it?
Answer—You have to end attachment if you
were to end forgetfulness of the Lord. Attachment is
the root cause of all weaknesses and disorders.
Question—Which task one should not do?
Answer—One should not perform the task that
is contrary to the discriminative intellect and for which
one does not have the capacity to fulfill.
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Question— If someone were to pressurize
us to do a task that is contrary to the
discriminative intellect, what should we do?
Answer—By refusing in a justifiable manner,
you should ask for forgiveness. One should express
on ’s
lpl ssn ss
polog t lly so t t t
opposite party does not feel disrespected, nor you
have to do what should not be done.
Question—You
have
stated
the
relinquishment of association with untruth to be
the attainment of
g; and you also talked
about the fulfillment of duty. What is our fault that
we are not able to do so?
Answer—When you retire at night for rest, to
find out about your faults, think about whether during
the day you did something contrary to the
discriminative reasoning, or something which resulted
in causing disrespect to someone. This will help you
to know your mistake. Then you should take a vow
not to repeat the mistake again; and you should also
resolve that all your undertakings will be for the
common good or for well-being of the world. That is,
resolve that—I will not regard anyone as evil; I will not
wish evil for anyone; and I will not do evil to anyone.
Question—Wouldn’t considering ourselves
as the well-wisher of all (
ī) lead to
pride?
Answer—When one has become the wellwisher of the wellbeing of all beings in its entirety, one
becomes completely pure and faultless; in this, there
is not even a trace of pride.
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Question—How would one know that one
has attained purity or faultlessness?
Answer—If you want faultlessness, then
become free from doubts. Just like a farmer, after
having sown the seeds, does not turn over the soil
again and again [whether the seeds are geminating or
not], even so we should remain at ease ( ś
) and
confident that we will definitely become faultless once
we give the evil.
Question—What the benefit of not wishing
evil for anyone?
Answer—One who does not wish evil for
anyone, the evil volitions of such a person come to an
end forever. As soon as the evil volitions end, one
17
attains freedom from doubts (
). The
doubt-free state is the mother of peace, competence,
and independence.
uestion— h r j
w m j !
Answer—
uestion— h r j ! What should we do
in our life?
Answer—Spiritual practice.
Question—Kindly please tell how should
we do spiritual practice?
Answer—We have the knowledge of the
spiritual means ( dhan) in us already. We also know
what our duty is and what our ability is. Safeguard the
17

On m n ng o t wor
’ is imagination of
st n t ons In t s ont xt t wor
’ is rendered as
doubt-free state of mind; a state of certainty that is free from
doubts or imagining of [false] distinctions.
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rights of others and relinquish your own rights. But
you have to first join the fellowship of truth (
).
Question—How to become a
ī?
Answer—By giving up association with untruth
you will become
.
Question—What is called untruth (asat)?
Answer—That indeed is asat which you do not
want for yourself. Everyone wants honest and
effective companions. Therefore, we should also
become honest and effective towards others.
Question—What should we do if someone
considers us bad in spite of our honest behavior?
Answer—Do not worry about whether
someone considers you honest or not. If you feel that
there is some fault in you, then try to correct it. If there
is none, then do not worry about others.
Question—What is the glory of the Lord?
How should one understand it?
Answer—The Lord has granted man the
power of action and the power of discriminative
wisdom to perform actions properly and effectively.
But, instead of making proper use of these powers,
man starts misusing them. The Lord is so
compassionate that when these powers get depleted,
despite knowing everything, and instead of paying any
attention toward our misconduct, He keeps on
granting these powers to us again and again. If the
spiritual aspirant, understanding such a glory of the
Lord, prays with distressed heart, then he will attain
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the capacity to make proper use of his power and to
honor his discriminative intellect.
Question—The motiveless grace of the
Lord is present on everyone at all time. How
should one experience it?
Answer—A spiritual aspirant who is confident
about his strength and self-effort, and who
understands that he, on the basis of strength received
as a result of his actions, will be able to achieve his
goal, such a spiritual aspirant does not get to
experience the grace of the Lord.
Only that spiritual aspirant is able to
xp r n t
Lor ’s gr
w o
s ull t on s
grace. He who under all conditions always keeps
w t ng or t Lor ’s gr
n w o un rst n s t t
whatever discriminative wisdom he has received, it is
verily the boon granted by the Lord. Mind, intellect,
senses, body and the rest of all the spiritual means
r v r ly o t Lor ’s n t t t Lor
s gr nt
these boons out of his boundless compassion for me
to make proper use of these blessed divine gifts.
In this manner, a spiritual aspirant who
ons rs ms l s
s rv ng to r
v t
Lor ’s
grace definitely experiences it.
Question—How to concentrate the mind?
Answer—There are many methods to control
the mind based on the interest, eligibility, and the level
of development of the spiritual aspirant. Among these,
the main method is dispassion—that is, the absence
of attachment. The concentration brought about by
practice does not last and turns into restlessness.
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The second method is the absence of all
desires. When all desires come to an end, then the
mind naturally becomes focused. This concentration
always remains stable.
This method is to be distressed by the
restlessness of the mind. When one is not able to live
without the concentration of mind, then the mind
becomes definitely concentrated.
He who makes the concentration of mind the
fundamental question of life and cannot live without
solving it, is also able to concentrate his mind.
Question—When the body-conceit of a
spiritual aspirant gets completely destroyed, and
his heart becomes filled with purest love, then
what difference is observed in his daily conduct?
Answer—All activities of that spiritual aspirant
are undertaken for the pleasure of others. In the
worldly conduct, such an aspirant treats friend and foe
with the same love and good behavior. Despite there
being the difference in action, there is no disparity in
his affection. Therefore, he becomes lovable to all.
Inherent in his every activity is the spontaneous wellbeing of all. That is why everyone loves him. His outer
behavior is amicable to all.
Question—What is called death while
living?
Answer—To sever relationship with the body
and the world completely while the vital energy of
breath ( na) is still there—this alone is the death
while living.
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Question—One is not able to receive the
lord’s love despite desiring for it. Wh t should
one do in this regard?
Answer—The spiritual aspirant should never
g t s ppo nt
w t Go ’s lov H w o
s the
purest yearning for love, that person certainly gets the
divine love. There are many facets of love. There are
many types of entry points for divine love. The divine
love never attains to its completion; that is why, in
every state, the lover realizes the deficiency of love. If
the spiritual aspirant experiences the deficiency of
love in himself or herself in this manner, then it is not
that s/he has not attained the perennially ever-new
divine love. Love is infinite; the object of Love (the
Lord) is also infinite; and the yearning for love is also
infinite. Where all three (love, lover, and the Beloved)
are infinite, how can there be perfection (or
completion).
If one has not been really able to attain love
while the longing for love has been there, then one
should have deep anguish for it. That anguish will
definitely facilitate the attainment of love.
If, despite there being the longing for divine
love, there is no intense anguish, it means that there
s st ll t r l s o v rtu s n goo on u t n on ’s
life. As long as sense-pleasures hold some delight,
the longing for true love has not even arisen. Virtues
and good conduct are not t
pr
or Go ’s lov
Even the most decadent person can be the recipient
o Go ’s lov
or t
Lord who is the purifier of the
decadent is also the liberator of the soul and friend of
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the downtrodden. The Lord loves the downtrodden,
the impoverished, and the decadent.
A person becomes miserable even when a
petty desire does not get fulfilled, then how can a
person who desires the divine love live peacefully
when such a person is not receiving the divine love.
How can his ache be assuaged by any senseindulgence, virtue, good conduct, and noble goal?
The spiritual aspirant who long only for the
Lord, who are hungry for the divine love, who do not
get any delight from indulgence, virtues, noble goals
and those who have relinquished all delights—to such
aspirants, the Lord definitely grants His love. There is
no doubt about this. The lover wants no form of
pleasure from his Beloved.
uestion— w m j ! Are human beings
independent or dependent?
Answer—By respecting the discriminative
wisdom granted by God, man is ever-free to put the
received strength to proper use. This independence
has been granted by the Lord. Expect this, human
beings are absolutely dependent [on others].
In fact, only that person is regarded as
independent who, by respecting his discriminative
intellect, has become free from all types of desires.
For no person can call himself independent while
there is any type of desire.
As long as man regards some other person,
object, situation, state etc., to be the cause of his
happiness, till then he remains impoverished and
dependent in his life.
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The human being is always free to purify his
conscience (antahkaran) by ending the self-created
faults by using the discriminative intellect.
Question—Why man is afraid to die?
Answer—Man is afraid to die due to regarding
t
bo y s “I” n
u to not now ng t
singnificance of death.
Question—What is the significance of
death?
Answer—Birth, support, and death—these
three seem to be separate. But upon inquiry one
comes to know that there is no difference among
these three. Just like the destruction of childhood and
the birth of adolescence indeed is the youth and old
age—all these situations keep on changing all the
time. Death alone becomes the cause for another new
life. If there were no death in the world, the population
will increase to such an extent that one might not find
a place to live on the Earth; and the misery may
increase to such an extent that no one may want to
live anymore.
Therefore, death is also necessary and it is a
matter of greatest significance. The destruction of one
body leads to another new body. The death alone
grants new life.
Question— unt Dev is regarded as a
pious lady ( ī18). How come her piousness

18

The word "
" comes from the feminine present participle of
the Sanskrit word
; l t r lly t m ns “tru /pur "
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remained unimpaired by being blessed with son
by the Sun-god?
Answer—In those days conditions were
different than that of today. Those people knew very
well what the religious /moral law (dharma) was and
were steadfast in the dharma. The women have
primarily two
mas—the dharma of piousness
(
) and the dharma of nobility and virtuousness
(
). The
dharma is one in which, regarding
the husband as the supreme lord, the woman entrusts
all and everything to him. The
dharma is one
in which, regarding the Lord as the husband, the
woman entrust all and everything to Him. Mira and
Gopis were the followers of
dharma.
Kunt D v was the follower of
dharma.
For a sati woman, there is none that is hers other than
one husband. She does not consider her right over
the body, or the house in any way. She considers
everything as her husbands. Whatever she does, she
does it for her husband. Her only purpose in life is the
pleasure and well-being of her husband.
T s tu t on b or Kunt was such that due to
the fear of the curse, her husband (
du) could not
cohabit (
) with her. If he were to do
so, that would have resulted in his death.
du
a great desire to have a son. Thus, led by that desire,
w n
xpr ss
s
rt’s
s r to Kunt , first
she tried to respectfully help her husband understand
the essen
o
rm
ut w n
r usb n ’s
sr
not g t s t s
w t t t n Kunt told him
the whole matter that—“I
v r
v
t
mantras
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by w y o boon rom t
s
urv s . By virtue of
those mantras, I can invoke the demi-gods (
s)
an r t
son ” Hearing upon this, Pandu gave the
permission to produce a son by invoking the
s.
Under these conditions, without any sense of
indulgence in pleasure (
) Kunt followed
the command of her husband for the sake of her
usb n ’s pl sur lon
y woul
r p ousn ss
get impaired by this? Whatever she did, she did to
carry out her
-dharma. She did not use to regard
her body as her own. She used to regard her husband
as having full right over her body.
uestion— w m j ! Why does the Lord
(
n) have to assume the human birth form
(
ra)?
Answer—It is not that the Lord has to assume
human form because the Lord is ever-Perfect,
Omnipotent, and Free. He assumes the human form
by His own sweet will.
In the scriptures, three reasons19 are described
for the taking of the
ra by the Lord in the human
form—(1) To protect the virtuous or the saints, (2) to
destroy the evil-doers, and (3) to establish the
Dharma. Out of these three, the Lord could have
destroyed the evil-doers and established the Dharma
19

ritr ṇ y s dhūn ṃ vin
y c du kṛt m
Dharmasaṃsth p n rth y s ṃbh v mi yuge yuge
T
g v G t 4.8
For the protection of the virtuous, for the destruction of the evildoers, and for establishing Dharma on a firm footing, I come into
being in age after age.
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without taking the
ra. If these two were the main
r sons o t
Lor ’s
ra, then the Lord should
have taken the
ra even now: The decadence of
the dharma is at its peak even now and there is no
dearth of evil-doers either.
I w t n
bout t
Lor ’s v n pl y or
pastime ( ), then we come to know that the Lor ’s
ra is to accord the nectarine delight to His saints
and devotes through His divine playfulness and to
enjoy Himself through the nectarine love of his
devotees. To establish the dharma and to destroy the
evil-doers are the incidental or collateral functions of
His
ra. Even in that, ultimately, the well-being of
the saints is implicit.
Only that person is saint who wants to realize
God, who is steadfast in dedicating his life for the
sake of the Lord. To assume a particular type of [holy]
appearance is not called sainthood.
When the Lord takes
ra, He is born in the
homes of the saints alone. Think about the
ra o
g v n r Kṣ
H s m n st t on
pp n
n
t
om o
su v n mot r
v
. He who
is self-effulgent and all-p rv ng s ll
su v ’
n
v ’
s t
n m
o
llum n t ng
Transcendental
Knowledge
(
20
Brahma
). From this we come to know that the
Lord takes
only in the homes of those saints
20

Literally, speaking,
means that
knowledge/science (
) which enables one to realize the
highest Absolute Reality, i.e., Brahman. In short, it means the
highest transcendental knowledge enshrined in the Upanishads.
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who are supremely ever-pure (vishudha) and are the
knowers of truth or reality (tattva). But the Lord
does not grant them the nectar of His divine play or
His divine love.
To accord the nectarine love of his divine
playfulness, the Lord then comes to play in the lap of
mot r Y s
. One who provides the splendor
(yasha) o
v n lov
s
ll
“Y s
” n
“N n ” s not r n m or “ n n ”
It becomes clear from the foregoing that the
Lord brings ecstatic joy to the devotees by granting
the nectar of his affectionate divine play and by
enjoying himself t
lg t o t n t r o
vot ’s
love. This work cannot be fulfilled without taking the
.
Innumerable secrets are implicit in every act of
the divine-playfulness of the Lord. He ul lls t
y rn ngs o t
s v r l typ s o
vot s t roug
m r ly on o s v n p st m s T
s r t o s
lov ng
v n -pl y uln ss s not t om bl
v n by
t
g ly w s Not to sp
o nyon ls
v nt
gr t Lor o Cr t on r m , became doubtful of
t Lor ’s v n
.
n t
bl ss
Lor
r K ṣ a started
dining with his young cowherd friends after having
ll
A
sur r m
b
m qu t surpr s
by
w t ng t s v n pl y r m
started musing—
“How n t God Incarnate play with these cowherds
and eat their leftover food. What is this? This child
gives his food-stuff to others and himself takes the
food-stuff brought by others.
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L by t s lus on r m , in order to test
the Lord, stole away the calves. The cowherd
attention got diverted from the Lord toward the claves.
They said—“
nnot s
t
lv s nymor ;
p r ps t y
v str y
r w y ” How
n t
Lord bear that His devotee turns his attention to some
other person or to some other place. Therefore, the
Lord said his companions—“
r Fr n s! You
please stay here; I will bring the calves here right
now ”
As Shyam Sunder went on the other side,
r m
made those youngsters unconscious and
carried them away to a cave. As their hearts turned
away from the Lord, the cowherds had to get
separated from the Lord for one year.
On this side, the cows and the Gopis had this
intense yearning waiting for the time when they too,
l
mot r Y s
, to nurse young Shyam Sunder;
waiting for the time when Shyam Sunder will provide
them the nectar of love by playing in their lap. To fulfill
their yearning, the Lord Himself became a child and a
calf. He accorded the nectar of love to the cows and
drank their nectarine love in the form of milk. He
accorded the nectar of love for son to Gop-Gopis by
playing in their lap. He kept on relishing that delightful
nectar of love for one year.
n r m
saw that the activities of the
Braja are going on as before, Shyam Sunder is dining
with cowherds as before and playing with them; and
the cowherds that I had stolen away, all of them are
still sleeping in the cave also. Seeing all this Glory of
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the Lord, all pride of r m ’s melted away. He
asked for forgiveness by placing his head at the feet
of the Lord and extolled the glory of the Lord.
In one pastime alone, the Lord demonstrated
his Lordship and affectionate sweetness. How could
this have been accomplished without taking
ra
On on s
t pr
o r m
is crushed; along
with it, warning is provided to cowherds (not to take
attention away from the Lord at all); and the fulfillment
of the Gop-Gop s’ y rn ng or lov T s n only b
accomplished by taking
.
When
g v n r K ṣ a was six days old,
he simultaneously demonstrated the
va of
supreme power and opulence (aishvarya), sweetness
( dhuraya), Justice (
ya), and compassion
(
).
n Pūt n , who was a grave sinner and
destroyer
of
young
kids,
came
deviously
impersonating for a beautiful nanny. She went to the
Lord having malicious intention internally while
outwardly showing a feeling of love and took the Lord
in her lap and placed her breast full of poison in the
auspicious mouth of the Shyam Sunder, then the
Lord, protection and honoring her motherly feelings,
drank the milk. Since she came to take his life, he
drank her vital life breath, so to speak, along with the
ml
t Lor ’s tou
r
tfulness (kapaṭa)
ended, her whole body was filled with aroma and she
came back to her real form. The Lord started playing
sitting on her body and accorded her the final
destination (gatih) of mother.
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How could have the Lord done this type of
divine play ( ) without taking
? Every
pastime of the Lord is saturated with infinite nectar
and infinite mystery. Only His devotees are able to
r ls t n t rn
l g t o t Lor ’s v n lov
T
Lor ’s
is eternal. His abode of
pastimes, His parents, and his male and female
companions are all made of supremely illuminating
divine love. None of these is of the nature of a
physical entity. There is no worldly/physical feeling in
t
rts o t Lor ’s lov ng vot s
T Lor ’s lov ng devotees enter into His divine
pastimes even today and they keep relishing the
nectar of His divine love. If the Lord had not assumed
the human form (
), this love could not have
been seen its fulfillment.
Question— w m j Wh t is
īva
and how is it attained?
Answer—He alone can talk about
-prema
21
who has attained to the
va and he alone is
entitled to hear about it. As long as one has sense of
I’ n t
p ys l subtl
n
us l bo y t ll t n
man does not attain to the
va.

21

Feeling of pure, true and selfless love is the
va. One
who takes pleasure in r K ṣ a’s enjoyment is a
n
since Krishna takes highest pleasure and supreme enjoyment in
r n s omp ny to s rv
r n and to help the
divine couple in their pastimes is the goal of all the
s. The
serving of the Divine Couple involves
va (s rv ng t
v n oupl n t moo o
r n 's maidservant). So
va is selfless service unto the Divine couple.
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Even a
ni and a
o t
st tur o
v w o w s
r n o
g v n r K ṣ a,
when he went to Vraja, he forgot all his
na and
ga when he saw the love of the
s. Instead he
started calling his Lord and friend r K ṣ a as
heartless and cruel and started praising the love of
the
s. Even he started feeling that it would be his
good fortune if he were to be incarnated as branches
and leaves [of the trees of Vraja] and started craving
to be the dust of the auspicious feet of the
s.
Then how can an ordinary person understand that
love of the
s?
As long as man has the body-conceit, he
craves for some form of sense-pleasure. In order to
realize the
-prema, what to say of the pleasure
born of the union of objects and the pleasure
produced by activity, one has to give up even the
pleasure of contemplation and meditative absorption.
As long as the feeling remains that that I will get
pleasure from such and such object, such and such
person, such and such situation, till then man remains
their slave. The feeling of providing pleasure to others
does not arise in his heart; rather, he remains
interested in the enjoyment of his own sensepleasures. This verily is the feeling of selfishness.
One cannot understand the mystery of
va as
long as the feeling of selfishness is there.
In human life, there is the association between
truth and the untruth. The association with the body,
the world, and the sense-pleasure along is the
association with the untruth. And the yearning for
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infinite life and eternal bliss is verily the association
with the truth (
g). He who only has the
association with the untruth is also not a human being
because the association with the untruth [that is,
sense-indulgence] is also there even in animal forms
or transverse (triyak22) forms of life. And he who has
association with the truth alone can also not be called
human being since that person is beyond the humanhood.
Therefore, in order to attain the
va
one has to discerningly sever relationship with gross,
subtle, and causal body and sever relationship with all
sense-indulgences that have relation with these three
bodies (gross, subtle, and causal). This is possible
only through
g.
Only those spiritual aspirants are able to know
the reality of the grief of the indulgence in worldy
sense-pleasures who respect their received faculty of
discriminative intellect (viveka). Respecting the
discriminative intellect indeed is
g. Through this
g, the relish for sense-indulgence comes to an
end and the yearning for the ever-new divine love
gets awakened. Then a few really qualified ones
attain to the
va.
Therefore, any spiritual aspirant who had to
attain to the
va, and who has to understand
the secret of the love of the
s (
-prema) by
entering into their transcendental pastimes, such an
aspirant should give up the desire for all sense22

Triyak denotes the plant world and the animal world.
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indulgence arising out of the body-conceit
(
va).
n t
y rn ng or t
Lor ’s lov
devouring all sense-indulgences, becomes intense,
then the spiritual aspirant enters into that Vraja which
is made of divine element; the Vraja where the earth,
cowherds,
s, cows, branches and leaves, all of
these are of the nature of divine light and
consciousness; the Vraja where there is not even a
smell of materiality. Entering this Vraja, the attainment
of the
va is not too far.
The
va is attained much later than
D
va [seeing oneself as the servant of God],
va [r l z ng Go s on ’s most tru n
intimate friend],
tsalyava [cultivating feelings of
mot rly lov
n
t on tow r s on ’s
os n
form of God]. Therefore, the spiritual aspirant, to
attain the
va, will have to enter the celestial
Vraja by giving up the attraction even of the bliss of
liberation. After that, one will attain the
va by
depending upon the grace of God.

Question—What is the real nature of truth?
Answer—In order to know the real nature of
truth, it is essential to know the real nature of untruth,
for how can he who does not have the knowledge of
night can have the knowledge of the day. Therefore,
only upon having the accurate knowledge of untruth
can the seeker of truth know the truth.
The civilized society of the world calls the
virtues as the truth and the vices as the untruth,
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because the virtues rule over the vices—as stability
upon instability, good conduct over bad conduct,
discipline over indulgence, love over hatred, sentience
over insentience, and non-violence over violence. If
one were to ponder over the fact that why virtues rule
over the vices, then one has to say that it is because
the virtues are more natural compared to the vices. In
t s m m nn r t
s ng’ by t
y r m ns
natural act; that is the doer have a sense of doership
in this act, then the act of seeing cannot be regarded
as a vice. It becomes a vice when one creates a
desire to attain sense-pleasure through the s n’
form. Even when it is certain that the pleasure cannot
be attained, the poor eye, due to lack of proper
reasoning, searches for pleasure in the form; that is
why, it becomes sorrowful in the end. And that alone
which gives suffering, is the vice.
The restlessness goes away with the stability
of the senses. The world looks with respect toward
such a person; and the world looks with disrespect
toward a person who cannot restraint his senses.
Based on this principle indeed every virtue secures
triumph over every vice. The world is always in need
of a person with virtuous qualities. If one were to lead
a virtuous life in the world, then it is highly essential to
cultivate the virtues.
The real nature of truth is beyond both the
virtues and the vices, for even after the development
of the virtues, one still feels the lack. Therefore, that
which is ever-fulfilled with virtues in every way—that
is, in which there is no trace of vices—that alone is
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the real nature of truth. One cannot really express the
real nature of truth, since all the means that are used
for expression are inherently incomplete. That which
is incompleteor imperfect can never describe that
which is complete or perfect. The real form of truth is
beyond the sense of individuality. The truth is selfilluminating.
Question—Why there is need truth?
Answer—There is the need for that thing
without which we cannot live. Every person wants
permanent happiness. When nothing that is worldly is
able to accord permanent happiness, then the seeker
of happiness is forced to renounce the world.
If a thoughtful person were to examine his/her
longings, then s/he will come to know that longings
are of two types—1. Longing for the satisfaction of
bodily needs; 2. Longing for an all-round perfection.
The action and the world are required for the
satisfaction of bodily needs.
One can in no way find perfection with the help
of action and the world since no state or condition of
the world is perfect. As a traveller walking upon a
round track never finds the end of the track, even so a
person running toward the world never finds peace
and perfection. Therefore, truth is required for
attaining permanent happiness and perfection.
Question—What is the means to attain the
truth?
Answer—The longing with good faith is the
way to the truth. As a big fish, having consumed all
the small fishes, dies herself, even so the longing for
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truth, extinguishing all longings, finally comes to an
end automatically. Right at that very time, one is able
to experience the truth. No organization is required to
attain the truth; rather, one has to end all
organizations.23
Perform actions according to the conviction
that you have bound yourself, and give up all
unnecessary actions. Those who do not complete the
essential task and keep pilling up inessential tasks in
their heart, such persons keep thinking vainly about
the past or the future.
What is the essential task? That task is an
essential task without which we cannot remain alive;
that regarding which we have the means to complete,
and that regarding the performance of which we have
no fear whatsoever. The doer progresses
automatically by fulfilling his/her duty.
No matter what the conditions of life might be,
everybody is capable of experiencing the truth. The
truth cannot be found with the help of the world. If the
person who is proud of his virtues is not able to end
his pride of virtues, then he is not able to attain to
truth. If the decadent most of all overcomes his
nature, he is able to attain to truth. A person to whom
the world is not able to accord any happiness, even

23

J. Krishnamurti us to s y “Trut s p t l ss l n ”
P r ps s most mous quot s t s: “I m nt n t t Trut s
pathless land, and you cannot approach it by any path
w tso v r by ny r l g on by ny s t… T mom nt you
follow someone you cease to follow Trut ”
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such a person is able to attain bliss by attaining to the
truth.
The abandoning of the slavery of individuality is
the means to attain to the truth. Have you ever seen
the individuality that you feel in yourself? You will
have to agree that you have accepted the individuality
in yourself by listening [about it from others]; you have
not seen it.
If one were to say that the individuality of the
body is visible, then one has to say that the body is
inseparable from the world; what it is that is yours in
it? The body that you regard as yours is actually one
with the whole world. The body and the world are like
limb and the body. As various states of India are
inseparable from India, even so our body is
inseparable from the world.
Therefore, let the non-real individuality burn in
the fire of self-inquiry. Upon the destruction of
individuality, the slavery will end and the path of truth
will become visible. The path of truth is so narrow that
the seeker of truth can only walk alone on it. Even you
have to let go of the company of mind, intellect, etc.;
for to end the embodiment (sangathan) is the means
to truth.
Question—Who is entitled to truth?
Answer—Whom the world is incapable of
according pleasure. That is, he who experiences
malady in indulgence, sorrow in joy, separation in
union, pain in pleasure, forest in home, and death in
life—that person alone is entitled to truth.
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The powers get depleted by indulgence. With
the depletion in the powers, the illness comes upon
uninvited and the indulger becomes incapable to
indulge in the sense pleasures. Upon the arrival of
such a state, one experiences sorrow far more than
the pleasure one has had by indulgence in sensegratification. With this in mind, the thoughtful people
experience the sorrow even in the pleasure.
Howsoever beautiful the indulgence (
) may be,
howsoever favorable it may be according to the rules
of the society, and howsoever strength one may still
have for its indulgence, the depletion in strength is
inevitable.
On s bl to bu l on ’s str ngt s t roug
yoga and the strengths get depleted through
.
T s lon s t
r n b tw n yog n b g :
t t n b g on n
s to
v r l t ons p w t
objects such as sound, touch, form, taste, smell etc.;
while in yoga, upon the relinquishment of all [contact
with] the objects, there is union with the infinite truth
that is beyond [the contact of] objects.
T s s t
only
r n
b tw n yog
n
n t t t
yog , due to conceit in yogic
attainments, is not able to become one with the
Absolute Reality (param-tattva); that is why, several
types of mysterious powers start manifesting in the
yog . Yog comes on its own accord in the absence of
b g Yog s n p n nt n b g s
p n nt
because one does not have to look towards the world
for [the attainment of] g.
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Just as one only pays the price for the fruits
while buying the harvest of fruits and one gets the
shade of the trees for free; even so with the
attainment of jnana, yog is attained on its own accord.
Although the person who is steadfast in
transcendental knowledge ( na-niṣtha) does not
have any need for yog, yet such a person, due to nonattachment, attains to yog on its own accord.
Therefore, only that person is eligible for truth to
w om yog n b g r not bl to
or p
Question—What is the significance of
surrender or refuge (śarana)?
Answer—Refuge or surrender (ś
) is the
key to success; it is the strength of the weak, the very
life of the spiritual aspirant; the last experiment of the
lover; the chant of the devotee, and the infallible
weapon of the theist (or believer); medicine of the
sorrowful; beloved of the lover; and the cry of the
fallen. It accords strength to the weak, perfection to
the spiritual aspirant, beloved to the lover, the Lord to
the devotee; firm faith to the believer, bliss to the
sorrowful, yog to the indulger (
), independence
to the dependent, liberation to the bound, delight to
the drab, and immortality to the dying.
Question—What is the benefit of taking
refuge?
Answer—Every
individual
lives
under
som on ’s r ug The only difference being that the
believer ( stika) lives under the refuge of one while
the unbeliever ( stika) lives under the refuge of
many. The believer fulfills his need while the
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unbeliever fulfills his desires. The need is one while
the desires are many. The need does not arise again
once it is fulfilled. The poor person who runs after
desires only attains depletion of strength. Therefore
the ś
gata, taking refuge under the śranyaya,
renouncing desires and fulfilling the need, becomes
fulfilled.
One has the need for that which exists; and the
desire is born of attachment based on negligence.
That is why one is neither able to fulfill the desire nor
dispense with it. Ordinary people do not know that
difference between desire and need. But to a
thoughtful person, when such a person examines his
life, the difference between desire and need becomes
clearly evident. If there were no difference between
the need and the desire, the theism would not have
arisen since the desirous person does not know
anything apart from the reality of the objects.
Question—Is śarnagatti a feeling or an
action?
Answer—The
moment
one
becomes
śarnagata t
s ns
o
I’ g ts tr ns orm
rn g tt ’ is a feeling or an action. This is verily the
difference between
and karma that the
va
gives its result (phalam) in the present itself while the
karma gives its phalam in the future. The
can have the bhaav independently; while the action
depends upon organization.
There are many kinds of organizations since
n org n z t on’ s v r ly t
oll t on o v r ous
types of weaknesses. But according to subtle intellect,
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to seek the help of someone apart from oneself is
v r ly t
org n z t on ’
Question—How many types of ś
gatti is
there?
Answer— Ś
gatti is of two types—of the
nature of difference
va) and of the nature
of non-difference
va). The śa gatti of
the nature of difference is attained by merely
accepting the śaranya (t
ob t o on ’s lov ; t
Beloved, the Lord). But the śa gatti of the nature of
non-difference is attained only by attaining the
accurate knowledge of the śaranya. The ś gatta of
the
va becomes free from the desire of
objects (nirvishyeya) even before taking the refuge
(śa gatti); only a trace of t s ns o I’ (
)
remains which gets obliterated by the grace of the
Lord (śaranya). The śa gatta of the
va
ng s s s ns o I’ mm
t ly upon b om ng
śa gatta—one who used to belong to many now
lives by belonging to one.
The śa gatta has constantly this august
feeling in his heart that—“I b long to t Lor ” It is a
law that everything that a person has belongs to the
person he belongs to (that is, the Lord) and that
person (śa gatta) constantly remains waiting for his
Lor ’s (śaranya’s) lov
As t
r o
lov ’s
(śaranya’ ) loves increases in intensity, even so the
s ns o I’ o ś gatta starts transmuting and starts
b om ng o t
n tur o t
lov ’s (śaranya),
just as the firewood starts becoming indistinct from
the fire as it starts burning intensely. Upon the
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stru t on o t
ls I ’ t
śa gatta of the
va too becomes the śa gatta of the
va.
The śa gatta of the
va is also not
separate from the śaranya at any time just as a pious
woman steadfast in her husband devotion
(
) remains non-separated from her
usb n
v n w l l v ng t
r t r’s ous T
only difference between the ś gatta of the bheda
and abheda nature is that the śa gatta of the
va relishes the delight of both union with
and separation from the śaranya (the Lord), and the
śa gatta of the
va, experiencing the
śaranya in himself, experience the eternal nectar of
perennial
lg t H r
xp r n ’ o s not m n
onsumpt on’ or n ulg n ’ T
indulgence occurs
when there is union. During indulgence, the doer
(karta) has the lingering feeling of the enjoyer
(bhokta). But as the nectarine delight of union keeps
on increasing, even so the entity of the enjoyer keeps
obliterating. That is why the enjoyer (or the consumer)
never attains to desirelessness. But ś
gatta is able
to attain desirelessness. A lustful person cannot take
refuge or surrender. In other words, there is no desire
left in the ś
gatta.
If someone were to say that the desire for
śaranya is also desire, then upon reflection, we come
to know that śaranya is the need of ś
gatta; for
s r ’ s born o tt
m nt or s ns -pleasures and
n v rt n or n gl g n w l t
n
’ r s s to
extinguish attachment for sense-pleasures. As the
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arising of the Sun and removal of darkness is
simultaneous, even so the dispensation of attachment
for sense-pleasures and arising of the need is
simultaneous.
Thus,
it
becomes
irrefutably
established that the need for śaranya is not [of the
nature of] desire. Although, this need has no
existence whatsoever, yet due to the distance of not
knowing the Beloved (
), it is felt as a need
for the Beloved (
tra)—just as the need for
wealth is verily the poverty. That is why the love-lorn
ś
gatta-bhakta (devotee) remains enchanted in
the delight of separation/absence.
The fulfillment of ś
gatti is reached when
the śaranya becomes the ś
gatta. It is because
the perfection of the lover is evidenced when the
beloved becomes the lover. The lover becomes
saturated with the sweetness of love when the
beloved becomes the lover. The delight of the
sweetness of the śaranya is so sweet that the
ś
gatta becomes helpless not to give up the
warmth of ś
gatta. This alone is the ś
gatti
based on the feeling of difference. When the
ś
gatti based on the feeling of difference becomes
fulfilled, the śaranya, without ś
’ desire,
make the ś
gatta non-separate from Himself, just
as a thief gets punishment without any desire on his
part.
Question—What is the true life of
ś
gatta and what part of ś
’s life is n
acting?
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Answer—Before taking refuge, an individu l’s
s ns o I’ r m ns v
ns v r l
l ngs pon
becoming ś
gatta, those several feelings get
merged in one feeling only. When several feelings get
merged in one feelings alone, then the individual
directly gets to experience two lives in one life. One of
his lives is the true life of ś
and the other life
is an act. The true life of ś
is the love of the
śaranya only. And ś
’s
t ng s s worldservice according to his moral duty. In other words,
whatever the world expects in a justified manner from
ś
, the ś
does the acting
accordingly for the pleasure of the world.
It is a law that in acting there is no
benevolence; there is no difference of interest, despite
there being the difference of activity. The actor does
not forget himself and he does not have a sense of
reality in the acting. At the end of acting, the assumed
role comes to an end most completely. Right at that
time, the ś
, turning away from all sides, turns
toward the śaranya.
Question—How does one gets merged in
infinite power?
Answer—According to the law of nature, the
infinite power constantly attracts every individual
toward itself by its very nature. But it does not take
w y n v u l’s r
om nor o s t rul ov r t
individual. If that power were not attracting the
individual toward itself naturally, then it would not
constantly keep on shattering the limited love of the
individual. It is a law that a thing gets merged into that
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very entity from which it has arisen. Thus, the pure
stream of love arisen from the infinite power gets
merged into the infinite power itself. To bind that
infinite power into object, state, and circumstances is
a futile attempt. With the dawning of the feeling of
ś
, the pure stream of love gets merged into
the śaranya.
Question—What is the alchemy of the act of
taking ś
(ś
) leading one to
one’s center [of being]?
Answer—The natural development of man lies
n surr n r ng to on ’s own nt r o b ng
n
to ponder over the fact of our center of being as to
w t s our
nt r o b ng?’ Only that can be the
center of our being which is our [real] need. Our [real]
need is for eternal-life, eternal-delight, and all-round
perfection and independence. Therefore only that
thing can be our center of being which is perfect and
free in every manner. We verily have to surrender to
that.
The biggest mistake that we make is that,
before reaching our center of being, we stop our
natural progress by establishing several mountains of
our desire on the way; although the Infinite Power
affectionately keeps on trying to shatter those
mountains continuously, just as the mother tries to
teach the child.
We keep on trying unsuccessfully to oppose
this Infinite Power; this is our supreme mistake. The
great mother Nature is teaching us this lesson
constantly that the limited power is surrendered to the
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Infinite Power, just as a river is constantly progressing
toward the ocean and a seed is constantly
progressing toward the tree. There is no object or
state which is not changing constantly as if it is
teaching us that we should not remain bound by a
limited perspective; rather, we should remain
progressing toward the supreme and independent
center of being, which can be easily accomplished by
taking refuge.
This in immutable law that no feeling becomes
lively until it becomes free from doubt. As the farmer
becomes worriless after sowing the seeds—that is, he
does not take out the seeds time and again; nor does
he doubt [the process]. Only then the seed, having
become one with the soil, develops according to it
nature. In the same manner, the ś
, having
become one with the reality that is Infinite, and is
saturated with majesty and sweetness, develops
according to his nature—and can, by ending his
limited nature, become non-separate from the Infinite
Reality. But his conviction for ś
has to be
free from doubts since there is no doubt in good faith.
Those individuals who do not surrender to that
Infinite which is saturated with majesty and
sweetness, remain surrendered to several objects and
situations—just as a lustful person surrenderd to a
beautiful woman arousing desire, a greedy person
surrenders to wealth, and an undiscerning person
surr n rs to t
bo y It s b
us t
s ns o I’
that is born merely through acceptance keeps on
dividing itself in several sentiments. Whatever and
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w
v r s nt m nt t s ns o I’
pts t
ps
on surrendering to that very sentiment. The individual
who is surrendered to truth frees himself from the
s ns o I’ t t s born o
pt n
Question—What is true human existence?
Answer—The s ns o I’ o t
ś
is
lifeless; that is, like a burned seed, it only appears to
be as such. It because the limited sentiment and the
reality born of acceptance get obliterated. When an
individual ends up accepting the limited sentiment and
acceptance to be his reality, then several types of
obstacles get born. Think deeply about it—Although in
each individual love is present, but even such divine
element as love becomes limited by regarding mere
acceptance to be the reality. Limited love acts like a
destructive force which is utterly opposite to love—just
as the effect of love of on ’s ountry on ot r
countries; just as the effect of love of one tradition on
other traditions; just as the atrocities of one race upon
the other—this is utterly opposite to the life of man. By
taking refuge with full religious faith, the limited ego
remains no more as soon as the reality born of
acceptance gets destroyed. With the ending of the
limited ego, the divine love becomes ubiquitous,
which is the true human existence.
Question—How to transform ś
into
perfection in ś
(and transform human-life
into the life of ī (sage or seer)?
Answer—The human-life arises naturally in
the one who has taken refuge; and thereupon,
realizing the seer- oo on
tt ns on ’s śaranya in
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oneself only. The only difference between ś
and ś
anna is just this—ś
waits for the
love of śaranya and ś
tastes the delight of
the nectar of immortality.
Question—Is ś
a practice?
Answer— Ś
is not practice but a
feeling of good faith. With the attainment of a feeling
of good faith regarding ś
, the entire life of a
human being becomes of the nature of ś
.
That is, ś
appears to be a friend for a friend,
father for son, teacher for student, wife for husband,
husband for wife; an individual for the society, and
nationalistic for a nation. Whosoever, with a sense of
fairness, expects whatsoever from ś
the
ś
plays the role accordingly. For himself,
such a person does not have expectation for anyone
apart from himself. In other words, despite being
everything to everybody, ś
does not look
towards anyone apart from himself for himself apart
from śaranya. When ś
does not need any
person, society etc., for himself, then, at the end of
playing the role, then the fire of separation from
śaranya becomes aflame in the heart of ś
.
Therefore,
ś
despite
doing
everything, does not get parted from śaranya. Think
about this deeply; there is no such practice from
which the spiritual aspirant does not get parted,
because the practice that springs from a discipline
n n no w y b onst nt How v r t s ns o I’
that gets transformed through ś
constantly
remains of uniform delight. The only difference is that
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ś
sometimes serves the world for the sake of
śaranya, and sometimes waits for the love of the
śaranya; while sometimes becomes non-separate
from śaranya. That practice cannot be complete in
which the spiritual aspirant gets divided. Because the
perfect practice is that only which does not let the
spiritual aspirant be parted from the spiritual goal.
According to this viewpoint, feeling of ś
is the
quintessential practice.
Question—How is ś
the śaranya of
the śaranya?
Answer—It becomes evident on proper
reflection that our undertakings are according to our
s ns o I ’ T
most
nt sense o I’ (patita
) gets transformed right away by taking refuge
in the Divine. As soon as the
gets
transformed, the [past] impressions imprinted on it get
destroyed. As it is impossible for any seed to grow
with the Earth, even so it is impossible for impure
impressions to arise in the absence of an impure
. Thus it becomes evident that the most
nt s ns o I’ (patita
) gets transformed
right away by taking refuge in the Divine. Like the
clay, surrendering itself to the potter, becomes useful
to the potter according to the ability and strength of
the potter, even so ś
becomes useful for
infinite majesty and delectable sweetness of the
śaranya and becomes the recipient of ś
’ love.
It is a law that the person who is useful becomes the
object of love of the person he is useful to. According
to this very law, the ś
becomes the ś
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of the ś
a. How can there be more easier and
independent path than this which can freely make a
spiritual aspirant ś
of the ś
.
Question—Why there is no pride in the
ś
?
Answer—No trace of pride is left in the
ś
. The pride of humility is also pride indeed.
The ś
is not impoverished since he has
complete self-identity with the ś
. There is a
difference between sense of impoverishment or
enslavement (
) and the sense of own-ness.
Enslavement leads to bondage; own-ness leads to
independence. With the attainment of own-ness, the
feeling of separateness comes to an end. And with
the ending of separateness, independence is attained
on its own accord. With the arising of separateness,
some form of pride is born in the living beings. The
pride melts away by taking divine refuge. With the
melting away of pride, separateness gets merged into
oneness (or diversity gets merged into unity). There is
no fear for one who has attained oneness.24 Hence,
ś
gatta becomes fearless in every manner.
Question— How sense of separateness or
difference comes to an in its entirety in the
ś
gatta?
Answer— p r t n ss s
tr ’ (
ṣa) and
oneness is lov ’ (prema). There is no defect or
disorder which does not spring from [the sense of]
separateness; and there is no virtue or merit that does
24

To experience fear, there has to be the ‘other’ to be afraid of.
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not arise from [the sense of] oneness. Therefore,
separateness is the cause of all defects and oneness
if the cause of all virtues. Even the subtlest-most
tendency for activity (prav tti) cannot arise without the
s ns o I;’ but no n
or ny ours or t n n y
remains upon becoming steadfast in ś
gatti.
Hence the tendency gets thoroughly finished
(nishesha). With the ending of tendency for activity,
the pride melts away in the same manner as the ice
does with the heat of the Sun. Thus it become
indisputably proven that there is no other means to
completely end the sense of difference or
separateness without taking the divine refuge.
Question—Who is eligible to become
ś
gatta?
Answer—Only he is eligible to become
ś
gatta who, making proper use of the available
situation, experiences the need for himself of the
eternal-life and the eternal-nectar [of delight]. A
person who keeps decreasing his value during the
unfavorable circumstances and keeps getting struck
in attachment during favorable circumstances; he who
accepts defeat in view of circumstances, and
becomes disheartened about the goal, such a person
can neither be a believer (or theist) nor a ś
gatta.
To regard mere conviction or faith to be our
[true] self is to diminish our value according to ttvik25
understanding. To have a feeling of imperfection in
25

To understand things in their essential or true reality or
essence is called ttvik understanding.
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t ob t o lov or to v
oubt n on ’s s ns o
faith or conviction is to diminish our value according to
theistic understanding. Not to have inclination
or ng to on ’s onv t on or to b
ttr t
toward an object, state, and situation, or to have an
inclination which is not a means of fulfillment for
someone, is to diminish our value according practical
standpoint.
Although surrendering or refuge (śarana) is the
strength of the weak, yet refuge becomes impossible
for a person who accepts the defeat. The meaning of
str ngt o t w
’ s ust t s—that the ś
without any help from anyone else, attains success
solely on the basis of the basis of the conviction of
ś
. Everyone person is always free to form
conviction.
n t s ns o I’ g ts tr ns orm by
taking refuge, then the value of ś
increases
in the eyes of the world. That is, he does not depend
upon the collective organization for his value. Exactly
at that time, in ś
life, virtues such as
desirelessness, freedom from malice, fearlessness,
equanimity, joy, etc. start developing automatically.
Ś
does not invite, so to speak, any virtue,
nor does he try to learn it. Thus according to this
viewpoint, it is highly essential to merge the
that is divided into several spheres into the notion— I
m v r ly H s own ’ which happens quite easily on its
own accord with the conviction of ś
.
Question—When does one attain the
eligibility to take divine refuge?
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Answer—When one is able to make proper
us o on ’s pow rs t t r r
v
rom t
Infinite; when one is not disheartened about his
goal—in this state, the feeling to take refuge arises on
its own accord.
We should behold the infinite love of that
Infinite Existence/Reality which cannot life without us.
What a wonder of wonders that, that reality of objects
which is abandoning us constantly, we keep running
towards it negligently. And that Infinite Reality which
constantly tries to embrace us lovingly, we remain
stranger to it. A thoughtful person should completely
end this state which is born of negligence, which can
be freely accomplished through the feeling of
ś
.
Question—What is the theistic philosophy?
Answer—To acknowledge the Lord without
having seen the Lord, on the basis of hearing about
the Lord is theism. Theism is the path of faith and not
a path of reflection. That from which the whole world
has originated, that in which the whole world exists,
and that which is the illuminator of the whole world—
the world does not know Him. One has heard about
God, but no one has known God. Not to have doubt in
the Lord one has heard about is theistic philosophy.
Question—If we do not apply our intellect
[to our faith in God], would not that be blind faith?
Answer—The faith is blind indeed. It does not
involve reflection. Ever since people started applying
their thought to faith, they have developed one God
into several forms. Some has said God has a form
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(
ra) while others said that God is without any
form (
ra). This is to make God a food for our
thought. He from whom the whole world has
originated, He who is unborn cannot be known by the
mind and intellect that are created. We have to accept
That which we cannot know.
“Go
x sts”—this is the beginning of the path
o t sm “How s Go ?”—this dispute arises
because we define God with our narrow intellect.
“Go s v r ly l
t s”—this is the delusion. On
account of this delusion, one theist fights with another
t st “How s Go ?”—only God can decide about it;
you cannot. In the beginning, whatever form of God
appeals to you, accept God to be of that form. Your
accepted God will not be of inferior quality.
Howsoever may we call Him, He understands our
language. He recognizes our nature, interest, and our
feeling of devotion. When we will keep transforming
ourselves in divine love, then, at the end, we will
attain that Lord which is.
Someone has worshiped the Lord with
attributes (
a). Someone said that this (
) is the agitation of mind. Someone
worshiped the Lord without attributes (
).
Someone said—how can one who has form worship
the formless? Both of them will be losers. Therefore,
o not rgu
bout t
n tur o s Go T t “Go
s”—just accept this!
Do not let your faith become weak due to
some fear or enticement. Since you are a believer
(theist), do not give up your belief, come what may.
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Have faith in the heard God; let go of the known
world—this is theism.
To accept the sovereignty of God means that
we do not need anything. The sad thing is that we say
t t I nnot m
my m n w ll on Go ’
n you
have ten different worldly needs and the eleventh one
s Go ’s n
—how can you expect your mind to
dwell on God? Then only 1/11th part of your mind will
dwell on God. For one, we call the mind as our own,
while at the same time we want to fix it on God. This
dishonesty will not take us anywhere. While remaining
our own, our mind cannot dwell on God, not even in
three eons of time. For the theist, all his mind, lifebreath, body, all and everything verily belongs to the
Lord. He does not need anything for himself; he does
not v n n
t Lor or ms l “I m o t Lor ;
t
Lor s m n ” I do not need anything from my
Lord. Whatever the Lord wants, the Lord may decree
for me—gives me birth, sends me to hell, meets, or
does not meet. He who wants anything cannot be a
theist. What to say of the world, he who may toss
away even moksha like a football—he alone can have
his name written in the list of the theists.
The practice of the theist is—1. All is verily of
the Lord. 2. The Lord dwells in everyone. 3. The Lord
is all there is; there is nothing else apart from the
Lord. Do you regard yourself eligible for any one of
these classes or categories? You yourself should
decide about.
The Lord is not unattained; the Lord is not
invisible. But the relationship of the [truly] unattained
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(person, thing, state, situation) and the faith of the
un tt n
o s not l t us tt n t Lor ’s lov
How to fix our mind on the Lord? Do not raise
this question. Have faith in God; acknowledge your
relationship with God.
But we are theists so that we can have the
pleasure of meditative absorption (
dhi), so that
we may become fulfilled by attaining the objects of the
world. This is not theism.
The Lord is not incompetent; He can do
everything. But it is not the job of the theist to think
about His duty. The steadfastness of the theist lies in
this understanding—“Go m y b o no us but H s
mine. Howsoever He may be; wherever He may be; I
have extinguished several times; I will sacrifice myself
one more time for His name, but I will not leave Him.
H s m n ; I w ll trust H m or sur ” A
pt ng t usly
be worriless; be fearless. This will bring about selfidentity with the Lord; strength, peace, dearness—all
felicities will come with this [conviction].
Question—Who is a theist?
Answer—There is one who regards the worlds
as smaller than himself. He who is not himself content
within himself, such a high minded person believe in
the Lord. Then there is another in whose life
incapability has com, he who cannot do anything. The
Lord is attained to both of these on its own accord,
without any spiritual practice.
Question—How to fix the mind on the Lord
forever?
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Answer—Understand this in a thoughtful
manner—what is the true nature of that in which I feel
interested? When the effect of the true nature of
untruth will dawn on us, then we will be able to fix our
mind on the Lord. Mind is not bad. No one is bad. Do
not regard anyone as the cause of your joy and
sorrow. It is because the world is inert; it cannot give
sorrow to that which is consists of pure
consciousness. And the Lord has no sorrow [in
himself]; how will He give sorrow? Therefore, there is
no one else who is the cause of our joy and sorrow.
The sorrow comes in our life by the benevolent
Dispensation [of the Lord]. The sorrow comes to end
the attachment with the pleasure; the joy comes to
make us generous. Both joy and sorrow are verily
spiritual resources.
1. Do not be afraid of sorrow caused by nonfulfillment of volitions (
kalpas).
2. Do not have any temptation for the pleasure
arising out of the fulfillment of volitions
(
kalpas).
3. Do not be content in the cessation of
kalpas.
4. Reject [even] the independence.
Only t n you n tt n t Lor ’s lov
Therefore, 1. A
pt Go or Go ’s s
2
Do not ask for anything from God. 3. Serve the
entire universe, regard it as the Lord. 4. Regard
v ry ob t s Lor ’s n wors p t Lor w t
v ry ob t 5
g r t
Lor ’s trust n t
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Lor ’s lov to b your v ry xistence. 6. Ask the
Lor ’s lov rom t Lor
Not t
Lor but t
Lor ’s trust t
Lor ’s
love that is needed—this is verily the spiritual
practice of the theist.
Question— hr
h r j
! We want to
know your introduction.
Answer—T
“bo y” lw ys dwells in death.
ut “I” lw ys b
n
t l ssn ss
Question— hr
h r j
! We want to
write your life-story.
Answer—Write it down: My life-story is—
Benevolent Influence of Sorrow!
Question— w m j
h r j! Where do
you plan to go after finishing the program here?
Answer— How woul
“b ll” now n w
r t on t “pl y r” s go ng to toss t w y.
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Universal Chant
O’ Lor o
rt O’ Lor o ll
O’ Lor o life-br t O’ upreme Lord.
O’ Lor o
rt O’ Lor o ll
O’ Lor o life-br t O’ upr m Lor
O’ Lor o
rt O’ Lor o ll
O’ Lor o life-br t O’ upr m Lor
O’ Lor o
rt O’ Lor o ll
O’ Lor o life-br t O’ upr m Lor
O’ All-Powerful On O’ O
n o Comp ss on
Kindly accept our humble submission.
O’ All-Power ul On O’ O
n o Comp ss on
Kindly accept our humble submission.
Remove our faults by showing our faults,
Bestow upon all Thy Nectarine Love.
Remove our faults by showing our faults,
Bestow upon all Thy Nectarine Love.
O’ Lor !
mov t sorrow of all,
Remove the sorrow of all O’ Lor !
O’ Lor !
mov t sorrow of all,
Remove the sorrow of all O’ Lor !
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The Invaluable Literature of ‘
ngh’
1. C t- u
(in
two parts)
2.
rs n ur N t
3. u
Pr b v
4. J v n-Darshan
(in two parts)
5. J v n-Patha
6. M n v K M ng
7. M n v-Darshan
8. M n vt K
Mūl
nt
9. M ng lm y
n
10. Moo
ts ng
n N ty Y g
11. P t y y ( n two
parts)
12. Pr r n P t
13. Pr b
n
14. dhan-Nidhi
15. dhan-Tattva
16.
n-Tr v n
17.
lt K Kung
18. nt J v n
rp

h r j

n v- ev -

nt P ttr v l
(in three parts)
20. nt
n (in
eight parts)
21. Pr s n ttr (in
two parts)
22. nt- m g m
(in three parts)
23. Sant-Saurabh
24. nt- b dhan
25. ts ng ur
n
26. nt Hr y g r
27. J v n- v chan
(in seven parts)
28. M n v
v
ng
Parichyey
29. M n K K j
30. Kr nt r
ntv n
31. A
nt’s C ll to
Mankind
32. Ascent
Triconfluent
33.
n —
Spotlight by a
Saint
19.
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Second Prayer
My Lord!
By Thine Nectarine, Almighty,
Purifying and Motiveless Grace,
Grant all mankind the ability
to respect discriminative intellect;
and to make proper use of one’s strength.
And Oh! Ocean of Compassion!
By Thine boundless Compassion
Destroy quickly attachment and hatred.
Let the life of everyone be full of
Service, Renunciation, and Love.
Om Anand!

Om Anand!

Om Anand!
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